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iNSI. XIV — No. 44

Holiday Death Toll
Mounts With Murders

LeMoyne college is bracing
itself for a large freshman enrollment this Saturday, Sept.
11. First-year students will be
permitted to register throughout'the day, 8:30 am, to 4 p.m.
register
will
Sophomores
Monday, Sept. 13, 8:30 a.m. to
register
will
noon, and juniors
Monday afternoon, 1 to 4.
Senior registration is scheduled for Tuesday morning,
• 8:30 a in. to noon, and unclassified and transfer students will
register Tuesday afternoon, 1
to 4.
All classes will begin Wednesday morning, Sept. 13.
Administrative officers. faculty and staff members are
meeting Thursday and Friday
of this week.

One person was stabbed to TWO MEN HIT
An argument over a $12 debt
death on Friday night, three
others shot in two separate in- was responsible for events
during
the
weekend.
cidents
which led up to the shooting of
and a fifth person stabbed in Joe Louis Dean. 29, of 219-I)
the stomach when he refused Tillman. and Willie E. Ivy, 35
to answer questions from two of 772 Newman court.
strangers.
At about 7:30 p.m Saturday,
Stabbed to death on Beale a group of men who hang aat. in front of the Chop Suey round the area of Polk and
house was James L. Jones, 27, Walnut were drinking whw
one asked another about a deb.
of 702 McKinley st.
Arrested after he called the he owed.
police to his home at 237 Tur- The man, who was said to
ley at., and surrendered was have owed the money to the
Curtis Hearn, 21,
first 'party, refused to talk a•
According to witnesses, the bout it, and the man who wanttwo men got into an argument ed his money began throwing
and then a fight about who bottles and bricks at the other
-amen
was going to buy some wine, as the man attempted to flee,
Ilearn told police that while A bottle hit the wall striking
he was fighting with the sic- Ivy, and he began chasing the
TAKING THE OATH — Judge Perry Seltendance ever present for such a cere- him, he recalled that the man man who had thrown the glass,
PICKETING SCHOOL — Picketing Immaculate Conception
once threatened to kill As Ivy was chasing the men
lers is shown administering the oath of ofmony. Standing behind Judge Sellers is had
Elementary school, Mrs. Jesse II. Turner carries three signs
him, and that he pulled a knife who was trying to get his moofice to Judge Ben L. Hooks as the new
Judge Arthur Faquin, who presides over
objecting to the racial policies of the school where her
and stabbed him in the chest. ey from his debtor, the two bejudge of Division Four of Criminal Court
Division Two of the Criminal Court. (MLR
son was registered and then refused admission to classes
The knife blade struck Jones gan circling around a car own
in what was described as the largest atPhoto)
on grounds he lived outside of area for the school. Mrs.
iii the heart, and he ,was pro- ed by James Hill, an employe
Turner has ended her demonstrations and has enrolled her
nounced dead on arrival at,of Kellogg's, who was seated
son, Eric Michael, In a desegregated Catholic school in the
John Gaston hospital.
in it at the time.
ceedings in Criminal Court
ah. city. (MLR Photo)
KIDS' ARGUMENT
FIRED TWICE
while serving with the Public
A spat started by two 12-year- Ilia got out of the car and
Defender's office for some four old
children resulted in the shot Ivy in the stomach with a
years, appeared to be at ease
shotgun wounding of one of Die .22 caliber pistol, and when
in his new robe, and handled
children's aunts.
Dean went over to assist the
arraignments with speed and Miss Barbara
Conway, 18, of victim, Hill fired a second
(Special To The Daily Defenefficiency.
/
2 Poplar St. was shot in time, striking Dean in the ab2681
der) — ABERDEEN, Miss —
Most of the matters had to
the left side by a shotgun blast domen.
At least 32 shots were fired indo with deciding, on the basis
fired by Timothy White, 31, of Following the shooting. Hill
to the home of a Negro family
Standing room was non-ex- of Memphis and Detroit, as of prisoners' statements,
whose son was enrolled in a istent last Wednesday in Divi- well as lawyers, ministers, and whether or not the defendants 1133 S. Wellington, and is in drove away and on Monday
the intensive care unit of John was still listed as a fugitive.
school here, sion One of Criminal Court other
After several days of demonOn Friday, the last day of previously all-white
prominent citizens of the had private lawyers or whether Gaston hospital.
All of the shooting victims
when Atty. Benjamin L. Hooks cons munity.
they would need the services of
strating in front of Immaculate her demonstrations, MFR. Tur- police said.
During an incident which are in John Gaston hospital in
the Public Defender.
Conception elementary school ner carried two posters in her The bullet holes were found was sworn in as judge of DiviOPENS COURT
started on Sept. 1, Gloria Jean critical condition.
While Judge Hooks was pre- Barnes, a
for refusing to admit her son, hands and a third one hung n the home of Amos Walker, sion Four by Judge Perry SelFollowing his oath, Judge
niece of the victim STABBED
Hooks signed the document, siding in Judge Sellers' court, was supposed to have ordered Eddie Lee Phipps, 22, of Inn
Eric Michael Turner, to attend from a button on the back of police Chief Dan Adam dis- lers.
closed.
Standing nearby for the his- gave a short speech promising carpenters, plasterers and con- her dog on
classes at the school where he her dress.
another owned by Ingle, told police that he was
was registered last March, Mrs.
On Thursday, after she The shooting was one of three toric occasion were Judge to administer justice without tractors were busy on the Timothy McClure, and after walking on the corner of Ingle
over
reported
incidents
Hooks'
fourth
floor
racial
preparing
colleague's, Judges W. fear or favor, recited the Bible
the court an argument, the girl reported- and Kansas about 7:30 SaturJesse II. Turner of 1278 Gill bought books for her son, she
Preston Battle and Arthur Fa- text from the Book of Micah, where he is to sit, and it is ly struck the boy on the head, day
Ave., has appealed the case to was permitted to sit in a class. the state.
night, when two men ask'
Walker
and
said
Authorities
quin.
scheduled
to
Washbe
Delegate
in
finished
by
the Apostolic
room where the teacher
establishing the principles as a
Police were called at the ed him why he was in the
Filling the jury box were requirement of the Lord, paid Sept. 17,
ington, D.C., and enrolled the assigned him to a seat, called his wife and their three chiltime, but not one was arrest- neighborhood,
nine-year-old fourth grade stu- upon him to recite, and gave dren were asleep in the small the judge's wife, Mrs. Frances tribute to his teachers, accepted
Judge Hooks received his ap- ed, and the feud continued until Ile said that when he refused
dent in a desegregated Cath- him home work for the next wood-frame building at the time Hooks; his parents, Mr. and congratulations front persous pointment to the office from White, who was visiting the to speak to the two, they both
of the shooting. It was a "mir- Mrs. Robert Hooks, Sr., and his Notting the court while a-Tt- Governor Frank Clement, and
olic school.
day.
McClure home, got into an ar- assaulted him and one stabbed
acle" none was hit by the brothers, sisters and other cess was declared, and then the post was
created by the leg- gument with the girl's niece, him in the stomach before runIn a statement issued on STOPPED BY PRINCIPAL
flying bullets, Adams said.
close
relatives.
opened
court
for
the
time.
first
islators
to
handle
Monday, Mrs. Turner, wife of
the
large
When the boy started into the Adams said the shots apparthen left and returned with his ning away.
Also present were members
Judge Hooks, who has be- volume of criminal matters shotgun and fired at Miss Con- He is in John Gaston hose'.
the president of the local school on Friday, Sister Eveently were fired from a car of Judge Hooks' congregations come familiar with the pi'o- handled by Shelby
County,
Akranch of the NAACP and a lyn, the principal, told them,
Way. White remained at the tal in critical condition but is
which pulled up in front of the
WIth generation Catholic, said: "Eric is not to enter the
scene until his arrest,
expected to live.
dwelling.
"Demonstrations directed at classroom."
The Walkers' young son was
Immaculate Conception Ele- While the youngster sat in the
one of two Negro children admentary School and Monsig- car with his books his mother
mitted without incident to the
nor Kearney's rectory have picketed the school.
second grade at a formerly
been curtailed because we feel'
The militant mother said white school in this northeast
that we have accomplished our
last
community
DURHAM, N. C. — North
Kearney's ex- Mississippi
purpose, namely, to publicize that Monsignor
Carolina College President Samthe stu- week. School desegregation althe extent to which deliberate cuse for not wanting
several
underway
in
got
so
uel P. Massie revealed that 23
Rev. ". Edward Smith, Field timidation by Policemen."
injustice was leveled at a child, dent to enter the school is that other cities over the state withpersons have been added to Secretary of CORE. will lead a
of the boundary
whose parents represented the he lives outside
He added, "To have policetrouble.
out
various
staff
and
service Posi- protest demonstration on the
line that has been drawn for
real target.
Shortly after the shooting
tions at the college, effective Memphis Police Station, Satur- men investigating policemen is
Catholic parishes.
NOT MASSIVE
Russell Jackson, a Negro who,
Sept. 1.
Mrs. Turner contends that
day, September 11, at 11:30 like having the devil investi"The demonstrations, for
also has a child attending deThe institution also added
gating the devil."
A.31
which I accept complete respon- other Catholic students living segregated classes, told police,
faculty members.
The group, according to Rev.
The march, he said, comes
sibility, were not intended to outside the boundary line are he had received a threatening'
Staff members and their po- as an aftermath of misconduct Smith, will ask for a statement
be massive, just simple, indi- Wu:lying at the school, and telephone call.
sitions are: William Bland, on the part of police officers, E. from Commissioner Armour
vidual protest, knowing full that the refusal is only a rase Other shooting incidents were:
laborer; Mrs. Delores H. Bona- C. Jones, W. Scarlet! and Lieut. condemning police brutality,
well the structure of the Cath- 1 to get all Negroes into St. Thom- reported in Certral Mississippi.
parte, general duty nurse; Miss Adrien Taylor, and a protest misconduct and intimidation by
olic Church hierarchy decides as, where most have entered
One ' occurred in rural
EmIlly I. Briscoe, typist; Fred of police brutality which Ne- policemen; equal employment
the fact that church seniority in since St. Augustine has been Scott County and another at
A. Burke, acting assistant dean groes have been victims of for opportunity and elimination ol
Tennessee, for the most part, abolished.
Florence just South of Jackson.
of men; Mrs. Willie Mae Burke, many years in Memphis and segregation within the police
conserva- She said on Friday that she The Stall County sheriff's of- "
represente severe
stenographer; Lorenzo K. Camp- Shelby County,
tism. We have enrolled Eric was determined that the child rice declined comment on a redepartment. clerks, cashiers,
WENDELL
ROBINSON
THOMAS
MARSHALL
bell,
janitor; MeMannen Evans,
Patrolmen Jones and Scar- secretaries, IBM and key punch
Michael in another desegre- would not attend an all-Negro port that a Negro parent, HowWilliam
electrician;
Mrs,
arrested
SpringIla Cooden, lett
gatbd Catholic school."
school, and certainly not St. ard Odom. exchanged shots
operators, police cars, and fire
maid; Raymond Graham, gen- field, a Negro civil rights work- department; elimination of al-Iwith a group of white men who
Mrs. Turner, who was joined Thomas.
tried
front
eral
utility
er
from
to
burn
a
cross
in
man;
Erater
Fayette
County
on
Green,
1r other Negro and white par- Mrs. Turner appealed the
Negro fire stations; and employ
Clerk; Mrs. Margaret Harrison, August 21. NIr. Springfield was Negroes in all fire stations.
ents in her protest, said the matter to Bishop William L. of his home near Eorest. Odom s
secretary;
enroute to Memphis with Miss
officials at the school allowed Adrian in Nashvill,, and he re- wife reportedly received a slight,
Rev. Smith said on behalf
Frederick Iloliday Janitor; Eleanor Doyle, a white civil
her son to register for classes plied that he was not well e- wound in the shooting.
of the CORE group, "We fee;
The
Odoms
also
reportedly
Miss
Aleise
Jones,
library
rights
worker
who
had
planned
assisto
Memphis
travel
to
nough
to
let
the
summer
there and then
that William Springfield ane
tant; Mrs. Betty Kelly, food to spend the week-end with
go by without informing her hear the case, but that he was have a child who registered to
Ellie Doyle were abused, misserver; Miss Joyce McNeill, friends.
that he would not he permitted referring the issue to Father attend a previously all-whae
used, and intimidated."
clerk;
Miss
Pennie
The
workers
said
Perry,
head
they
were
to study there because the Elliott, who is superintendent school.
Two Negro detectives were life term.
tie reported that Mr. Springlibrarian; Mrs. Doris W. Rey- questioned about not having a
school is out of his district.
of Catholic schools for the area.
Promoted to rank of lieutenant, ATTENDED LEMOYNE
nolds, residence counselor; Miss Memphis inspection sticker on field and Miss Doyle could not
effective Sept. 1, bringing the
A graduate of Booker T. Janette D. Rogers. typist; Miss the car and then waited while get an audience with Commistotal up to three holding that Washington High.
School, Mr. A. I. Jeanette Smith, dormitory Lt. Taylor, the officer in charge sioner Armour,
rank.
Robinson attended LeMoyne supervisor; Leo S.
Umstead, of the shift, was summoned.
The veteran officers, promot- college for three years and has janitor; David St.
Walker-, labor- Miss Doyle. a volunteer worked along with 41 others in the since been a policeman,
He is er; and Eddie Williams, kitchen er and graduate of Cornell Unidepartment. are Wendell L., the son of the late Mr. 1'. R. helper.
versity said, "We were ordered
Robinson, 40, who joined the Robinson, who was president of
allocation
of
An
91,387
has
out of the car and was asked.
Representative George Gri- tone Landmarks and its desigMemphis
police
department
in
the Metropolitan Benefit Asso'What are you doing with this
der (D., Tenn.) has asked that nation as such on most maps. been granted Henderson Busi- 1948, and Thomas Marshall, 36, ciation.
nigger?' Mr. Springfield was
Representative Grider sent ness College, Congressman Gri- who has been a policeman
Beale Street be declared a NaHe has been assigned to the
constantly called 'boy' and
tional Historic Landmark by copies of his letter to city and der announced this week.
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. —
since
1951.
Homicide squad as an investiThP money is for use in
'nigger.'"
Dr. E. B. Evans, president of
county officials and to reprethe National Park Service,
Lieut,
R.
J.
assigned
Turner,
gator
for
the
students
unpast
12
years.
funding
loans
to
Mr.
Springfield
was
arrested
Prairie
View A&M College,
Memphis
Democrat said sentatives of the city's tourist
The
to the Vice Squad, was the first
His wife, Mrs. Valtina G.
and charged with having a bad was awarded the honorary
Monday he has written Secre- and travel promotion industry, der the National Defense Edu- Negro to receive euch promoRobinson, is a geography
muffler and no light illumi- Doctor of Laws degree by
tary of Interior Stewart Udall asking their support for his cation Act,
tion when he was made lieuten- teacher at Porter Junior High
nating his license plate. He was Bishop College in Dallas.
king for a study to determine proposal.
ant on Sept. 1, 1964.
school.
released on $22 bond.
"The purpose of the Registry
The award was made by Dr.
e street's eligibility.
All
three
officers have won MANASSAS GRAD
An effort to air the conduct W. B. White, chairman of the
"Beale Street is the place s to identify nationally importserving
commendations
since
Mr. Marshall, who lives ati
of arresting officers in open Bishop College board of truswhere W. C. Handy wrote the ant segments of America's
on the police force, and were 933 N. Bingham, graduated
Several musical organizations court failed with Judge John tees during the summer school
blues, the only true American heritage and bring them to the
capturmade
detectives
after
from Manassas High school in will participate in a program to P. Colton's refusal to hear only commencement
convocation.
music," Representative Grider attention of the American peoing a liquor store holdup man 1947 and worked at a hotel ga- be held at Mason Temple on the testimony relative to the Dr. Evans delivered the prinsaid. "I am convinced this ple," he said. "Listing Beale
attentiony
Franinvolved
the
slaying
of
in
Sunday
rage
until
night,
joining
Sept.
12,
in
a
protwo
charges
the police deon the docket. Mr. cipal address.
area qualifies under criteria Street also would call
partment as a patrolman in gram beginning at 8 P.M.
Annual Women's Day will be cis "Kid Dugan" Doran.
Springfield was fined $22.
calling for recognition of sites to one of our city's leading
The Prairie View president
Among
Smith,
the
groups
Temple
Henry
1951.
scheduled
observed
at
the
Martin
The
slayer,
After
five
years
Smith
said the CORE was cited for outstanding conhe
Rev.
significant
tourist
attractions."
was
that have made a
to
participate
are
the
CME
Sept.
assigned
Mighty
Church
on
Sunday,
just
as
to
Homicide
fired
at
the
officers
group
will
ask
for
the
right
to
culturdivision
broad
contribution to the
The congressman asked Sectributions in education, religal or social history of the na- retary Udall for an early de- 26, and a goal of $20 for each they were about to arrest him. and has been there ever since. Clouds of Joy from Los Ange- have a public review board. He ious affairs, and community
les, the Caravans and the stated, "We feel that a public service. A veteran of 47 years
He
is
set.
sentenced
to
married
to
the
woman
has
been
Smith
was
later
former
tion."
cision since the Beale Street
Mrs. Louise Chandler is the die in the electric chair, but Miss Virginia Thomas. They Staple Singers of Chicago, the review board should be set up at Prairie View, Dr. Evans will
He noted that a favorable dearea has been designated for
chairman for the observance. was among those saved from are the parents of two sons, Williams Sisters of Mississippi with capable citizens to inves- begin his 20th years ait prescision by Secretary Udall would
tigate alleged police brutality, ident of the state land-granl
'mean a listing of Beale Street an extensive urban renewal Bev. Paul Fowlkes is pastor of execution by Governor Frank Thomas Jr., 14, and Allen, sev- ane James Cleveland.
The public is invited.
the church.
Clement and is now serving a en.
misconduct of police, and in- institution in September.
in'the Registry of National His- project,

Catholic Mother
Pickets School

,Fire 32
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Beale St. May Become Henderson Gets
A National Landmark $1,391 For Loans
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Says Negro Jobless
At Depression Level
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) proportions!
— The National Association for Herbert Hill, the NAACP's
the Advancement of Colored national labor secretary, told
People sternly warned that the Ohio Civil Rights Commi,
discrimination against Negro sion the "level of unemplos
ha,
laborers had created an unem- ment among Negroes
ployment crisis of depression reached, and in some chit-,
exceeded, the general level oi
unemployment during flu
'great depression' of the 19305."
Hill, in answer to a question, said there were no cities
that have entirely solved their
civil rights problems and none
ever will as long as unions control hiring.
Hill warned the commission
that anti-discrimination laws
must be enforced to avert a
deepening racial crisis in the
country's urban areas.
The civil rights leader threatened to take certain Ohio
building trades unions to court
to have their certificates removed if they do not end their
alleged discrimination.
Hill called on the commission to "suspend further construction on all projects under
its jurisdiction" until open nondiscriminatory hiring practices
were established.
Tempeet 4-door. Radio and
beater, whiten stk.
The Labor Secretary warned
that Ohio would be a major
area of NAACP concern during
the next decade. Ke cited state
Coronet 110 5-dr. hardtop
and federal projects being fiR.111, pout, brake.,
steering, auto. trensmisnanced with federal money
stun.
under President Johnson's $3.3
billion public works and economic development act as the
reason.
5-Inne. radio and beater.
'1hitrwalla.
"In the next decade billions
of dollars of public funds will
be pouring into the greater
Cincinnati metropolitan areas
Iltelcut• 4 dr. Ard•n. Ralf.
auto. Iran.
and other Ohio areas for new
construction," he said. "The
fundamental break - through
must be made immediately if
Impala Apart. Cony.. RaNegroes are to share job opdio. heater. sotoirri•tic. Air
portunities of the future."
"More than any other group,
Negro workers qualify for
Galeale roneerithle
work in this program," Hill
ing.
power, brakes,
charged. "But they will not be
automatic trenaml•slon.
able to share in employment
opportunities because of t h e
collusion between building con115 Sedan, Rall. whitetractors and construction labor
unions which gives these unions
job control."
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65 VW

$1595

'64 Pont. $1595
'65 Dodge $2595

'63 Ghia

$1395

'61 Falcon .S895

'63 Cher. $1995

'65 Ford .$2695

'61 VW

. . $995

'59 Cher. .S895

Nomad Station warnno,
pm.er and factory air, 1 TT
auto. trans.

'59 Buick ..$895
LeSahre 4 - dr. hardtop,
nom., brake. I eleering,
Lirtory

r"\joe
chaeffer

A

Nzsof MOTORS...,
3n1 Bury. Si South

Anthorlsed Dealer

396-1239

Hold Two-Day
Regional Meet
Alpha Chi Pi Omega Sorority and Fraternity along with
the United Beauty School Owners and Teachers Association
will hold their Great Lakes Regional Meeting Sunday and
Monday in the Sheraton Hotel,
Louisville, Ky.
States encompassed in the
area include Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Wisconsin, Kentucky,
Iowa and Ohio.
Omega Pin Mu, Phi Psi Sigma
and XI Eta Beta chapters will
host the meeting whose theme
will be "Beauty Culture in the
City of Tomorrow."

The Fas
Gourmet
Bv POPPY CANNON

—One of those gastronomically minded Young arrieds (there seem to be more and more of them these
, days!) wants more blender recipes. "All of us who
, have a big wedding — or even a small one" she writes,
,"find ourselves gifted with an electric blender. If not,
it's one of the most popular trading stamp premiums.
But how to use it?"
So here is a lusciously attractive Chilled Crabmeat Timbale. Dr, Jane Wright, the brilliant chemotherapist, served it recently at a supper on a Friday
yr•••••
evening, preceded by her now-famous strawberry hors
d'oeuvres — marvelous with fruity cocktails. The fin14
ale was a simplified version of a Black Forest cake,
I.ucas; Mrs. Miller Steele, head start instructor; Little Mr.
HEAD START CONTEST . . . Pictured recently after a
made from canned pie cherries and a packaged ch.
and Mn, Head Start of Arkansas, David Bolton; and Miss
"Little Miss Head Start" and Little Mr. Head Start Contest
cake mix.
colate
and
Mr.
"Little
with
instructor
start
head
Jackson,
Essie
"Little
right,
to
left
are
at the Zon Church, West Memphis,
daughThompson,
CHILLED CRABMEAT TIMBALE*
Mae
Ella
America,"
of
Start
Head
Miss
son
Burley,
Mr. Head Start" of Community College, Joseph
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Thompson, and Richard Lee
Into the container of the electric blender, place
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Burley; Mrs. Frances Estes, head.
Clifton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton.
start instructor; "Little Miss Head Start" of Community
2 envelopes unflavored gelatine (2 tablespoons), 2
College, Angela Lucas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
2 cup blazing-hot'
1
tablespoons dry cocktail sherry, /
chicken broth. Cover and blend on high speed 1 tratute. Add 2 eggs yolks, 2 small (6 1/2 ounce) cans crabmeat, 5 dashes hot pepper sauce, 1/4 of a small onion
cut into pieces, 2 tablespoons parsley, 1/4 teaspoon
dry marjoram. Cover and blend 10 seconds. UncoVOr
and with motor still running, pour in 1/2 cup heavy
cream. Stop the motor. In a mixing bowl, beat 2 egg
whites until stiff. Pour the crabmeat mixture °vet
the egg whites; mix gently with a rubber spattAti.
Pour into a quart size mold and set in the freeze
about 10 minutes by your timer or allow to chill in
the refrigerator at least 1 hour. Unmold and garnir
with celery tops and slices of Italian red onions nil
black olives. Serves 6.
DR. 'WRIGHT'S FRIDAY NIGHT SUPPER 41)
Strawberry Hors d'Oeuvres
Chilled Crabmeat Timbale*
Homemade Green Mayonnaise
Potatoes Provencale
Black Forest Cake
STRAWBERRY HORS D'OEUVRES ... Cut circles of thin-sliced white bread, not much bigger than
a large strawberry. Spread with softened cream cheeseit.
Roll the edges in finely chopped parsley to make W
border and in the center place a fresh strawberry ot
half a strawberry if.they are very lage. Surprisirell
good and different!
CHILLED CRABMEAT TIMBALE* ... See sto6
red recipe.
HOMEMADE GREEN MAYONNAISE . .. Intql
the blender place 1 whole egg, 6 spinach leaves:ES
tablespoons white vinegar, 1 teaspoon salt, 1/2 teaspoon pepper, 1,1.2 teaspoon dry mustard, 1/4 cup olive,
honoree, Terry Harris. James Byas, Jr., and John R. oil. Blend about 5 seconds. While blender is running„
PARTY FOR NIECE . . . Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins
Arnold, III, Second Ross, Joyce Moss, Paulette Brinkley, gradually add 34
' cup peanut oil. Stop as soon as a _
honored their niece Barbara Bruce with a party recently at
Joan Ilargraves, Jana Rowan, Mae Byas, Edwin Sanders,
their Parkway home. Miss Bruce, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
incorporated. Pass in a small chill
been
has
oil
the
Burford,
Ann
King,
Troy
Jody Westbrook, Dr. John Smith,
W. H. Bruce of Winston Salem, N. C. is a student at Ameriand Doris Price. In back row at left, bow!.
Pickett,
Theodore
are,
entertainment
the
at
pictured
Guests
University.
can
POTATOES PROVENCALE . . . Reconstitute,
Joseph Stovall, Edward Harris, Floyd Price, Tony Walker,
First row left to right) Carol McDaniel, Carla Allen,
and Art Gilliam.
according to directions, 1 package sliced potatoei.
Geraldine Gray, Maudette Brownlee, Barbara Bruce, the
Drain. Combine with one can stewed tomatoes and --I;
large clove garlic, crushed. Sprinkle with seasoned
•
breadcrumbs and bake in a moderately hot oven
"."
degrees) about 20 minutes or until bubbly.
CAD
•"
BLACK FOREST CAKE. . . In the bottom of a.
large well-greased rectangular pan, arrange
complete
ZENIA, Ohio — The largest than a century ttilberforce has Ohio maintaining a
Pro- well-drained red pie cherries in a single layer. Cover
Education
higher Cooperative
freshman class in more than followed the orthodox
with batter made from a package of chocolate cake
educational line. The school gram.
18 years will enroll at Wilber- will operate the trimester sysThis means that under the mix. Bake according to directions. Strew with conforce University for the 1965- tem.
new Co-op Program, the au- fectioner's sugar and serve warm or cold in squares.
class will be

Largest Enrollment In 18 Years
Expected At Wilberforce University
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"
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66 academic year, school offi- This means a change in the tumn freshman
attend formal
cials announced. Applications school calendar with classes expected to
beginning approximately one classes for two of the three
exceed by far those secured at week earlier than previously. terms this school year. And
this time last year, and the Orientation for new students hen will be placed on jobs unOffice
reports will take place on Tuesday. der the school's direction the
Registrar's
many applications are still ar- Registration dates will be third
trimester. Wilberforce
riving daily.
Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- will operate all 12 months of
year
full
first
the
by GORDON HANCOCK
the odds are against himAle
This will be
day. On Monday, Sept. 13, at the year.
in the school's revolutionary 8 a .m., class work will begin. Actually, Co-op is already in
is hemmed in by the mob
is
cenSouth
the
The
probably
For
more
program.
! educational
Wilberforce is one of only operation. It began on a limit- ter of dispersion for the world's the one hand, and by the I
37 schools of higher education ed scale in Feburary of this most vicious and venomous ra- on the other. So. in the interest
thrughout the entire nation fos- year. During the present sum- cial prejudice.
of survival, the Negro lies low
tering the Cooperative Educa-i mer, more than 90 students
Neighboring, have been placed on jobs by The holocaust that is harrow- and nurses his resentment. But,
Program.
Non
Antioch is the only other high- Cooperative Education director, ing California was spawned in when the Negro goes to other
the South.
er educational institution in John Hamilton.
sections where the cdds against
Starts Sat. Sept. 11
The spread of the South's spe him seem less dreadful, he gives
dates
of
cies
prejudice
racial
Week!!!
One Big
vent to his resentment.
from the South's umbrage at
Herein are born the North's
losing its War of Rebellion. Hay- race
riots. The current riots in
Ing lost on the battlefield, the
Los Angeles have stemmed from
defeated South declared, in its
SYNANON HOUSE "
4
the resentment that Negroes,carbroken heart, war against its
WHERE DOPE-FIENDS
ried from the South. It is abet-TRENTON, N.J. -- (UPI) — was enjoying the greatest pros erstwhile slaves, who had been
FIGHT THEIR Waif
plosion of a pent up emoticin
its history.
in
perity
rights
Civil
Wilkins
1e3der
Roy
free.
set
, BACK... hoefun
said the whole civil rights
He called the rioters "hood- Zealously and studiously, the that the Negro had to leave-,the
Mormv.
•
•
movement was "set back" by lums" and said no one leads South has prosecuted this war South to express.
the riots in the Watts section them. He said they were no on its Negroes, persistently The grelt cause of Negro
members of his group "or Mar- denying them full citizenship. llberation cannel be effecittielY
of Los Angeles last month.
Wilkins, executive director of tin Luther King's group or Facilitated means and modes served by voilence and riallni.
In the end, the Negro will be
the NAACP, said, "You never Whitney Young's group."
of communication have made it
gain anything by" things like
He said the unemployment easier for prejudiced Souther- loser. He may win the moral
the watts riot.
rate in Watts was much higher ners to migrate to all sections fight. but be is bound to lose
Wilkins, speaking at a meet- than it was nationally during of this nation and to all parts the fight of arms.
ing of the Trenton branch of the great depression.
of the world. And wherever a That these riots have
the NAACP, blamed the riots He said the riot in Watts was prejudiced Southerner sets foot, red not long after the patilage
on the 34 per cent unemploy- touched off when a man was he proceeds to make adherents of Civil Rights legislation makes
ment rate in the Watts section arrested for drunken driving for his cause — holding the Ne- them all the more deplorable.
and the fact this unemployment and started arguing with poThey should amaze and disttels
gro down.
was going on while the country lice.
President Johnson and those who
Segregation is the handmaiden
have rallied to his standard of
Plus
of racial prejudice. Whoever beleadership. The rent legislation
lieves in segregation is prejuNOW OPEN!!
has been hailed as the Secoild
A very special
THE BEAUTIFUL NEW
diced. And wherever segregaagent with
Emancipation Proclamation. Yit
tion is practiced, behind it will
an eye for
behold the riots and the lei+
be found racial prejudice.
!women!
*ng! An ironical situation!
;
The South's pattern of segrelocated neat Nor le New Miss layette
()pea Daily 4 r.m. t• I A.11.
gregation, with Its accompany, It is hardly probably that tie
Specislising In
Int oppression, suppression, de- resentment a n d bitterness Of
HONK COOKED PIT BARRECUE
ged bd m
beere
inatp
laapression and persecution of Ne. a hundredaysesaurascouly
1110 EYE STEAKS• FRIED CHICK EN • PIZZA
gro citirens, has begotten in the laneonalY
•
Sunday & Mender
ired
resentment.
di
rofeasvow
oaas dee pse
rahholeleg
are riasm
li
lapa
the prejudiced white The Negroes
Just
Sammie Deli M•erithor or th• P,one
and
travels
spreads
Southerner
iron, 9 P.M to. 12,30 P . .
ing today in California are tile
his prejudice, the oppressed Ne4th Street,
TRU parking atter 4 P 54 66666nr•
South's
re"kept down" Negro/
his
travels
gro
spreads
and
Nos Delay wide, itat. Peeling altend•n4 on duty et
night.
whose cup of resentment 'rue'.
sentment.
In the south, the Negro knows neth over.

Climate Of Hate
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First National's new
Money Orders are like
most other money orders...
Theyjust cost less!
(Like up to 90c less for a $250 money order!)
You can buy a First National Personal Money
Order for 15—in any amount up to $250. On
some transactions this could save you as much
as a dollar, maybe more. . .. There's one stipulation,
tho. Your First National Money Order has to
be cashed within 60 days. But isn't that what
you'd expect to happen anyway?
Safe, convenient, economical First National
Money Orders are available now at any
one of the bank's 24 branches. At these low
prices you could afford to buy two!

1st
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
tragma masa mass mar weer ere..emeasem.

Wilkins Says Nothing
Gained By L. A. Riots
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HIGH SCHOOL PLAYERS — Students who participated in
play, "Our Town," during In-Service Training for English
teachers are shown outside Melrose auditorium with their
director. From left are Noble H. Owens, Manassas High
Eogitsh teacher, who directed students; Marjean Goodman, Hamilton High, who was "Mrs. Soams;" Evelyn It.
Jones, Manassas, who played role of "Louise;" Perry
Wedd, Melrose, who was "Howard New son" and "Wally

DRAMATIC SCENE — "Emily," played by Dorothy Jean
Williams of Manassas, chooses her birthday to return to
-ate land of the living, but after a short stay, she exclaims
..that human beings do not know bow wonderful life is
..sibile they are living it. Students in robes represent
..characters in the play who have gone on to silent world of
the dead. From left are Richard Wallace, Marjean Good'man, Patricia Torrence, Perry Webb, Evelyn It. Jones and

Students Give 'Our
Town For Teachers
* DRAMATIC SCENE,
HIGH SCHOOL PLAYERS,
PLAYERS ON STAGE
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H. Owens, Jr., head of the English department of Manassas
High school.
The play was enthusiastically
A highlight of one of the gen- praised and applauded by Engeral sessions for teachers of lish teachers when given on the
English was excerpts from stage of the Melrose High
Thornton Wilder's dram a, school auditorium. The drama,
which was awarded a Pulitzer
"Our Town, produced by elevelith- grade student performers Prize for 1938, appears in the
of. the Washington summer eleventh grade English text
school and directed by Noble book.
Students performers, some of
whom played as many as three
characters, included Marjean
Goodman, Paulette Warmsley
and Patricia Terrence, Hamilton High school; Evelyn R.
Jones, Cellustine Lloyd and
Dorothy Jean Williams, Manassas; Richard Wallace and Ulysses Wallace, Douglass; Ben
Berry, Carver; Emerine Jones,
•LeMoyne College's two-day Lester; and Perry Webb, Melconference for its faculty, rose.
GENERAL PROBLEMS
56e:tinted for this Thursday The Executive Committee of
Friday, Sept. 9-10, will the Department of English of
"The Improvement of the Memphis City Schools
the Teaching-Learning Situa- agreed that exploring its gention," it was announced by eral problems was the most essential need for the In-Seryiee
Dean Lionel A. Arnold.
"the conference will feature Training on August 25-26.
Among the problems listed
three tele-lectures.
- Dr. Marjorie Carpenter of were synchronised planning
which
would establish the miniStephens College and author of
"The Larger Learning," will mum requirements for each
speak Thursday morning IlUm grade level from seven through
18 to 11 on "An Overview of twelve, the reading problem.
PAiblems and Perspectives of motivation and test scores.
The theme of the meetings
College Teaching."
was "Meeting, Individual Dif,Dr. Robert Reid, dean of
ferences." Citing deficiences
Savannah (Gay) State College, among students
entering college
will speak from 2 to 3 Thursday during their lectures before
the
afternoon on "Some Possible
Ways of Improving Instruc-1 English teachers were Dr
:James Roper, Southwestern
tion."
The final-tele-lecture will beuniversity; who gave the keyddizered Friday afternoon, 21 note address; Dr. David Moore.
By Dr. Wilbert Mc- University of
Tennessee; and
Kaaihie, head of the psychology department at University Dr. William Bitner and Miss
of Michigan. He will discuss Elliott Jones, Memphis State
'<Mays of Evaluating College university.
ching."
The final session included a
61prwo other features of the luncheon at the Club Paradiise.
conference will be a demonstration of audio visual aids Other teachers, who either
techniques by Mrs. Cherie P. lectured or gave demonstraRoland and the showing of two tions, were Mrs. Fannie Johnkinescopes from the ABC series, son and Mrs. Fannie Delk, Car"Meet the Professor."
ver High school; Mrs. Norma
Classes for the first semester
will begin Wednesday morning, H. Griffin, Booker T. WashingSept. 15, following the registra- ton; Willis Hardaway, Melrose,
and Ira Spillers, Lester.
tiOn'period, Sept. 11-14.

and Paulette Warmsley. Standing in rear is Cellustine
Lloyd, stage manager. The students, all studying English
in the Booker T. Washington summer school, had three
week to rehearse for the Wilder play, "Our Town,". and
some took several roles to replace those who could not appear at last moment. Teachers had huge praise for the
play directed by Noble H. Owens, Jr.

Sleeping Car Porters
Elect Local Officers
The Memphis Unit of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, an international union
affiliated with the AFL-CIO and
CIC, elecied officers for the next
three years during a meeting
held in August.
The officers are B. L. Watson
of 373 N. Decatur, who served
three years as president and
who was re-elected; J. B. Johnson of 691 Alson, who was elected vice president, and Floyd S.
Newman of 1033 College st., who
was re-elected secretary-treasurer for a term which' will end
in 1968.

Fr,eshmanClass
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leave tile
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Webb," Paulette Warmsley, Hamilton, who was "Rebecca
Gibbs;" Ulysses Wallace, Douglass, who was "Dr. Gibbs;"
Cellustine Lloyd, Manassas, who was the "stage manager;"
Dorothy Jean Williams. Manassas, "Emily Webb;" Ben
Berry, Carver, who played "George Gibbs;" E'merhto
Jones, Lester, who was "Mrs. Webb:" and Richard Wallace, Douglass, who appeared as "Mr. Webb," "Simon
stimpson," and "Joe Crowell."

Mr. Newman also serves as
business manager for the unit
and promotes the Railroad Business club which plans many outstanding social affairs for the
Tri-State area.
Elected to the Executive
Board of the unit were Ben L.
Watson, Charles Cooper, Tom
Elbert, H. Fletcher and James
Johnson.
The' Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters is scheduled to hold
its fifth triennial convention in
Chicago Sept. 12-17, and all
members and friends who plan
to attend should notify Mr.
Newman at WH 6-2334 at once
concerning railroad transportation, pullman and hotel reservations.
BSCP is a strong advocate o
civil rights legislation, and It
will be one of the main topies
discussed at the Chicago meeting.
A Phillip Randolph, international president, and 0. D
McNeal, the international vice
president of BSCP, are scheduled to visit Memphis for special
meetings to be held here in October.

PLAYERS ON STAGE — Ladders were a
part of the stage setting for Thornton
11ilder's "Our Town," and two students
are seen chatting from "second story
windows" of adjoining homes. At left on
ladder is Ben Berry, Carver, who played
"George Gibbs," talking with Dorothy

Jean Williams, Manassas, who had the role
of "Emily Webb." Students in center are
Ulysses Wallace, of Douglass, who played
"Dr. Gibbs," and Emerine Jones, of Lester
High, who was "Mrs. Webb." (ML R
Photos)

Prairie View Cadets Top Previous Bests

Lt. Col. Arthur N. Fearing, missions by the summer camp
professor of Military Science at commander.
Prairie View A & M College,
Camel Fearing stated that
announced that a thorough eval- the student-faculty attitude touation of past ROTC Summer ward the ROTC program at
camp performance records re- Prairie View is excellent. He
veals that the 42 cadets com- feels that much of the current
pleting the 1965 session sur- impetus to the program at
passed all previous performances of cadets.
"Aggressive, enthusiastic,
and demonstrated potential"
NEW OPERATOR — Leroy Ta- epitomized the descriptive comtum is the new operator and ments about Prairie View camanager of the E & L Sales dets by active Army evaluacompany at 306 S. Main St., tors at the summer camp in
and he Invites all his friends to Fort Sill, Okla. The application
come by and trade with him for of these individual traits and
furniture and appliances, ti the knowledge derived from inwill give you a good buy, with structions in military subjects
no money down and four resulted in the selection of 15
months before the first pay- of the 42 as distinguished miliment on new furniture and ap- tary students and recommendapliances," Mr. Tatum says. tions for Regular Army corn-

Prairie View is due largely to
the continuous support of Dr.
E. B. Evans, college president.
Additionally, the war in Viet
nam and the ROTC Vitalization
Act of 1964, have influenced the
attitude toward ROTC at
Prairie View.

60000 CASH
DISCOUNT
In Your Hand
To Pay Those Old Bills - Make the Necessary Repairs
on your home and have ONE low Monthly Note
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TOM MARTIN
convertible topy..wto glass • auto painting

%our rash

TOM MARTIN'S
-t40 SOUTH THIRD STREET
MEMPHIS 5, TENNESSEE
TELEPHONE 525-7406
wrecks rebuilt • auto trimming • seat covers

CHAMPALE is like nothing else you ever tastedexcept champagne! Sparkles a meal, a moment, or
a midnight snack. Buy it wherevir beer is sold.

Always insist on the one, the only, the original
CHAMPALE..."America•s Largest-Selling Sparkling
Malt Liquor.".•.41111110US
en 5). inc. ?swoon

A. S. BARAORO,INC. 119 St. Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6813
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Analyze Radio Editorial Ills
David C. Horowitz, director fields as employment, housing, ford better counsel, generally
of public affairs for radio sta- education and voting.
received life imprisonment senBy REV. C. L GASTON
tions. He piso stated that with tion WMCA in New York, gave The second function — win- tences — or less!
ning
social
acceptance — is a WMCA is also working with
CONVOCATION MEETS
the proper help and encourage- the following address on broadharder nut to crack. Educating the Committee for Civil Rights
EARLIER
ment the mission stations supAccording to an announcement ported by the Baptists can and cast editorial in the civil rights people is always more difficult in Metropolitan New York to
combat racial discrimination
from Elder W.L. Porter, assist- will continue to make worth. area at the Third Annual Na- than pressuring them.
ant director of public relations, while conrtibutions to the peo- tional Broadcast Editorial Con- For the broadcaster, success by landlords; and we're operathere does not necessarily mean ing a voter registration drive
the Church Of God In Christ pie they serve. The writer ference, held at Northweste
agreement
will hold its annual meeting shares Rev. Owen's opinion in University in Evanston, rn automatic
with In conjunction with the Nare- every move and
on November 9 through No- this matter and feels that more cently.
murmur of lo- tional Council of Negro Womcal civil rights groups. Our en.
vember 19, 1985 at 958 Mason support from Negroes should be New Verb
prides itself on
New York station, as an ex- Nearly ever civil rights ediStreet.
'given to the Foreign misfit:in being the most liberal city
la ample, criticized
For the past 57 years the an- ef
local CORE torial we air brings us angry
the nation's most liberal state.
nual meeting of this great CHURCH ELECTS PASTOR
chapters
for their "stall-In" at calls and letters from people
It has numerous anti-bias laws the opening
church has been held in Mem- The Saint Mark Baptist
of
the World's Fair who insist they will never
on its books, Its government
phis, usually beginning during church of this city has recently
last year. We speak out against listen to us again. Of course'
Thanksgiving week and lasting elected as its pastor the Rev. payrolls are open to minorities.
„
Negro
leaders
who urge riots we don't regard this as a penIts politicians make a Point oi
for at least two weeks.
W. W. Miller, a very outstand- promising
and the use of other violent alty. We view it as proof that
provide
to
more
for
means;
This year the meeting will Ing and promising young minWC criticized Adam we're hitting the bulls-eye, that
he Negro and Puerto Rican.
commence earlier and thou- later.
Clayton Powell for the cynical we're reaching people who are
sands of delegates are expect-, Presently he is pastoring the New York corporations were polities he played with part of sensitive, perhaps even
guilted to attend from every state Lake Grove Baptist church of among the first to start hiring the City's
y poverty program.
ridden on the tissue. For every
in the union and several foreign Amanca, Ark. where he has Negro salesmen, lawyers and, Generally, of course, WMCA listener who gets the
point and
stana“
i ment people. -h
countries,
been for the past nine years.
V en new has wholeheartedly supported Is personally offended, hunElder Porter said that an 1l. succeeds the late Rev. B. J. school., are built thz:,• are 511-a., the civil rights movement and dreds of others
also get the
elaborate souvenir book is be-Wilson who served as pastor tegicatly Itcated to serve the',its leaders. In editorials
broad- point, gain confidence and get
ing prepared for this occasion. of the church for 54 years. This City's black AND white cow-, cast hundreds
of times we encouragement on the issues),
munitiAnd integrated boos.:
He is soliciting the support of column wishes for Rev. Miller —
have urged legislative
Of course, the Northeast is 'FRIENDS TO EDUCATION' OFFICERS —
Martin Jones, financial secretary. Standing,
all well-wishers ip this effort)
his congregation much sue- mg prortts regularly turn up land al of federal, state and muni- sophisticated, and
our city isI A new organization called "Friends to EduIn forierij
same order, are Henry Martin treasureak
a
• all-white neighbor-i
Bishop 0. T. Jones of Phila-'eess in the future.
cipal
housing
the
programs;
most
cornsophisticat
ed in thel cation" has adopted as its purpose to sup.
hoods.
Clifton Saterfield, recording secretary, MP
delphia, Pa. is the senior bishop OWEN COLLEGE
Yet, despite this glowing munity acceptance of anti- region. By and large, for us, port Christian education, to support Owen
T. R. McLemore, chaplain. Membership In
of the church and Bishops A. SUPPORTERS
Poverty
measures
strong
editorial
has
stands
been
pose
litcollege, to provide scholarships for worthy
B. licEwen and J. 0. Patter. The writer is proud to learn picture, hundreds of thousands sought
the organization is open to all persons and
time and again; con- tle risk of economic reprisals students,
son are the host bishops,
and to enlist the support and cothat a group of laymen under of New Yorkers practice racial struction
groups who subscribe to the purposes for
from
unions
contrary-m
have
been
hit
inded,
vengePASTOR RETURNS
operation of persons and groups willing to
the leadership of Lewis H. discrimination every day in for discriminat
which it was founded and who support it
ful
advertisers
against
ion
.
NeDr. S. A. Owen, pastor of the Twigg, president of the Union small, insidious, cruel ways
morally and financially. (Withers Photo)
groes; we exposed the failure In the sense, the commercial support such objectives, and seen here vice
wherever
Metropolitan Baptist church, Protective Life Insurance cornlegal loopholes exist
of the State Employment Set.o. sense, our editorials are on president: Lewis II. TwIgg, president, and
—or
where
has recently returned to his pul- pany, has united to give moral
there aren't any
ice to locate even one of its 29 easy street.
pit from a trip to Africa where l and financial support to Owen written laws to cover specific
unemployment offices in the
But it's not that easy all Ku Klux Klan—there are six These stations, and others in are compromis
he and his party visited someleollege.
acts of discrimination.
es possible In
sizable markets, haven't suf- approaching the principle.
of the mission stations support- I Memphis needs an institution If it's this way in Northeast- ghetto areas where the rate of, over. Stations have suffered,sponsors left. Just six.
joblessness
boycotts.
is
highest.
But in many other parts ol fered in the ratings of revenue For example, there might he
ed by the Baptist churches of such as Owen College and it ern, urbane, liberal New York,
Powerful real estate boards
Ralph Blumberg, who owns the South and the Southwest, columns from their editorial fewer civil
this country.
should not be a hard job to get it's far worse in other parts of
rights editorials,
have
station
been
WSW(
scored
in
for
Bogalusa,
their
antesuch
extreme sacrifice hasn I stands.
Dr. Owen is loud in his praise 1,000 men to join in this worth. the country — and especially
and they might be written with
diluvian
Louisiana,
outlook;
been
has
the
victim
the
state's
necessary.
been
Strong civil But it's not easy. If the own- a much more delicate hand
of the progress of the people of While effort,
difficult, of course, in the South.
Ghana and Liberia. He believes Some 100 churches should also Federal laws and court deci- Human Rights Commission and of exactly such a boycott. Be- rights editorials have been air- er of a station in the South or than we would use in New
that they are headed in the support Owen College with a sions may have accomplished New York's Secretary of State fore he took an editorial stand ed by WDSU-TV, New Orleans; Southwest believes in racial York. There might be delay.
were blasted for their failure
on the town's civil rights is- WTVJ-TV Miami; WBS Radio equality, then presumably he before
right direction and will be able small monthly donation of at the Negro Revolution over
comments on local civil
the crack down on discriminat to sues, the station
enjoyed some and WAGA-TV, Atlanta; WSAC has a bard time compromising rights events—
ion
to survive as independent na- least ten dollars.
past decade, legally. But sociinstead of folby real estate brokers; and we day -following pressure by the Radio, Ft. Knox; WTAR Ra- the principle of equal treatment
lowing hard on the news with
al adjustment is still far around
have supported strikes by poor 70 different sponsorships. To- dio, Norfolk, and others.
for
different
races.
But
there
the corner. Broadcasting's edieditorial views and judgments.
torial voice can help shorten ly paid Negro and Puerto Rican hospital workers.
the distance.
Broadcasters have two basic One of the basic points esfunctions to perform with civil tablished recently in a WMCA
rights editorials. On the one documentary against capital
band we strive for local refine- punishment was that the death
Gatherings for information, tunities are designed to chal- ments
of the principle of racial Penalty represented an indirect
BilTle study, Christian growth lenge her to full commitment
equality; on the other, we form of
and friendlier relations among to Christ and to nurture her in
racial bias. Nearly all
women of the church will be Christian growth so that she work for social acceptance of the men Who died in Sing
Sing's
those principles.
serious business for every worn- will be better able to "be the
electric chair over the last four
The first of these is in
an at the Parkway Gardens Church" in all relationship.
many
Presbyterian Church, 1683 South' The purpose of the organiza- ways simpler to accomplish. years were Negroes. White
Parkway east, when they come tion and program of the Worn. For it means using a mass me- murderers, usually able to aftogether in their first workshop en of the Church, U.S. is to dium to direct pressure for
and retreat on "Work of the provide opportunities for worn. civil rights reform at officials
Women of the Church" Friday en, as individuals and in and official agencies. It means
and Saturday September 24, 25 groups, to grow in the knowl- which can do the job. And it
at the church.
• • !edge of Christ and be strength. turning out old, inadequate
Every woman is aware of her'ened as members of His Body laws and officials for new ones
basic relationships — to God, in our contemporary world in means doing all this in such
to family, to community, and order that they may understand
to the world. She realizes that and fulfill the particular reto live as a "child of God" she sponsibilities they have in the
must do so in all these relation- family, in the congregation, in
ships. She can easily see that the community and around the
the congregation and al/ of its world.
activities, plans, and oppor- Individual classes will be held
Anniversaries
for Circle Chairmen, Program
Open House for the buildings
Banquet
s, Etc.
Chairmen, Bible Moderators
and grounds of the St. Thomas
and Circle Members, which will
Mall
In
Your
Neve
include all women in one class Catholic Church parish will be
or another.
held on Sunday, Sept. 26, from
Stories To The
Officials from the Memphis 3 to 7 P.M., and the public i•
Presbyteria will take part in Invited.
The church is located at tlit•
rakshop
m
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be mistress of ceremony for the the Saturday. September 25 ance, is asking that
all mempublish it for you
young adults, and Mrs. Juanita session will be held from 10:00, bers bring either donations
or
"Free" Of Any
Brittenum will be mistress of a.m. to 1:45 including 45 min trading stamps to he used
to
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purchase an automatic washer
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horns de!honrol
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which Mrs. Annie Mae Taylor period Sept.
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is secretary, and Vince Park, the
school's administrative ofpresident.
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classmen.
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MIDWEST MILK

AT YOUR FOOD STORC
r CART HOME SAV • GS'

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITS 876
527-5508

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

INC.
2411

Mrs. J. S. Andre
3021 Windermere Drive
Memphis, Tennessee

Save your T.V. Bingo Cards - Next Drawing to be held
Nov. 26, 1965 - For a 1966 Ford Mustang
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Youth Corps Workers Returning To Classes
the working situation
they were engaged
past summer, and
fall and winter pro

two phases of a budt-in proSome 250 white and Negro' Mr. Fleer noted that over 901 and complete their high school' educallun"
He attributcs the success of i grain of self-help They pair
Youths, classified as "drop- per cent of the local NYC en-'training. He announced a pay.
outs" re-enrolled last Saturday rollees have indicated a de-roll deduction plan whereby I the program in getting the I work experience with einphatermination to return to school the enrolee will pay for his own l youths to return to school to sis on the value of eghteation in
morning at Booker T. Washington High School.
They will attend the Washing
ton Tech High School evening
classes. These youths are following a directive of the Neighborhood Youth Corps of which
they are enrollees.
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Executive Director, C. H.
Fleer of the NYC, who was
Present to help with their registration in the Washington Evening School, headed by A. D.
Miller, principal, said, "A' basic objective of our program is
to work in cooperation with
the Memphis Public School
- System in motivating Neighbor
-hood Youth Corps enrollees —
a especially 'drop-outs' — to
lir complete their high school education."
Of the 3,515 Memphis and
Shelby County youths who were
'enrolled in the NYC during its
Summer program, which closed
on September I, approximately
tali were school drop-outs. Under the guidance and counseling of the local NYC educational co-ordinatorS- and supervisors, the youths have been constantly advised and directed to
return to school.
MUST ATTEND SCHOOL
Mr. Fleer stated that regu•
lar attendance at school this
- fall and winter will be one of
the requirements for the ehirlible out-of-school youths who
will participate in the program
t during that time.

Dr. B. J. Anthony, an official of the Church of the Firstborn, Inc., will give two Youth
Day messages when he comes
to Memphis next Sunday with
the General Assembly choir:
and his bishop, Dr. T. L.
Green.
The former Memphian will
speak at St. Jude Baptist church
at 3 p.m., and give the Youth
:Day sermon at the Emmanuel
Church of Christ at 5 p.m.
Rev. James S. White is pastor of St. Jude and the Rev.
Mrs. Lucy Smith is pastor of
Em in anuel.
Dr. Anthony is the son of
:Mrs. Thelma Anthony and wasi
,reared in South Memphis by
his grandmother, Mrs. G. E.
Anthony.
I He has risen from a boy minister to international leader.
The public is invited.
"DROP-OUTS" TO "DROP-INS" . . . -Drop-ins" rather
than "drop-outs" is the new title that might he applied to
the youths shown above. They are part of the large con.
tingent of Neighborhood Youth Corps volunteers In Memiied Shelby County who have taken the suggestion

di

He said, "Some 800 NYC enrollees will be assigned% worktraining at local schools." He
added, -They will work as library assistants, teachers' aides, custodial assistants, recreational aides, and
• in other capacities in which
the school find need for them.
But they must be committed to
returning to school and regular attendance to receive the .
• benefits of this phase of our:
program."
Mr. }leer also announced
that there are 400 work openings for girls who wish to attend school and earn a salary
at the same time. They must
meet the following requirements: Be between 16 and 18
years of age, be willing to at• tend evening school regularly,
• and observe the rules and regulations of the Neighborhood

Anthony To
Give Two Talks
During Visit

•

NO LONGER "DROP-OUTS" . . Twin youths, Lloyd and
Floyd Jonge, 586 Annie Place, are pictured receiving encouragement from A. D. Miller, BTW's Evening School
Principal, and C. If. Fleer, executive director of the local
Neighborhood Youth Corps, to move out of the classification of "Drop-out" by registering for evening classes at
Booker T. Washington High School. Along with the twin
youths, some 250 Neighborhood Youth Corps enrollees, Ne•

Both males and female NYC
members are urged to take one
of the many vocational courses
offered at the Washington and
Tech Evening School. They
may take such courses as auto
mechanics, bookkeeping, typing, filing, office practice, tailoring, small appliance maintenance,
printing,
plastering,
and the regular academic
courses including foreign languages. They will be working The annual Men's Day profor a high school diploma or a gram will be observed at the
certificate in one of the trade Walker
Memorial
Christian
courses.
church on Sunday, Sept. 12,
The NYC is also offering a and is being sponsored by the
supplementary training course Christian Men's Fellowship.
in keeping with the work exper- Spiritually inspirational proience requirements of the jobs grams have been planned for
on which the enrollees are em- services at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
ployed. These supplementary
The guest speaker at the
courses are offered in Basic
a, mathematics, Health, and Civ- morning service will be Rev.
R. Slaughter, Rev. W. P. Dick*ics.
erson, pastor of Lewis Street
NYC instructors, all experienced teachers, but in full-time Baptist church, will give the
employment with the Corps in- sermon in the afternoon. Music
clude, C. Owens, S. Higgins, D. is to be furnished by the men's
Brundage, R. Atkins, P. Rowe, chorus.
and S. Christopher. These men Jeroy Carroll is
chairman of
are under the direction of Educational Co-ordinators, James the Men's Day observance. ElWright, Rev. Eddie Currie, Rev. der G. A. Evans is pastor of
E. M. Williamson and N. S. the church located at 475 Flynn
Nichols.
rd.

NYC's Executive Director Charles H. Ulcer, and registered for courses at the Booker T. Washington Evening School, I
last Saturday morning. Some 250 NYC enrollees met at
thc school to register for classes in academic and voca-

Grad Seminary
Opens In Korea

A United Graduate School of
Theology, the first of its kind in
Korea, has been opened on the
campus of Yonsei University in
Seoul. The new school will ofofer theological education on a
higher academic level than has
heretofore been available in
Korea.
The United Graduate School
' of Theology and its new dormitory have been financed
largely through the Theological
Education Fund of the World
Council of Churches, a multimillion-dollar ecumenical fund
which aids theological seminaries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America in upgrading their
academic programs. The Methodist Church, through its
Board of Missions, is one of the
major contributors to the Fund.
The Korean Methodist Church
gro and white, male and female, met recently at the Even- and other Protestant churches
ing School Division of BT%V to register for classes In in Korea will continue to have
academic and vocational subjects. They will work in the their own denominational semiNYC Fall and Winter program, and attend Evening school naries. However, they are on
an undergraduate level and will
classes at least twice a week Floyd and Lloyd, who are also
be complemented by the adenrolled with the Neighborhood Youth Corps, formerly liv- vanced
offerings of the new
ed Al Sand Flat, Miss.
school. Korean Methodism has
seminaries in Seoul and Taejon.

Men's Day Will
Be Observed At
Walker Memorial
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Los Angeles And After
more job opportunities, less dependence on public welfare, and
more stable family ties.
The causes of race riots are
no longer open to speculation.
They are rooted in chronic unemployment, family disorganization, constant clashes with
the law, and frustration that
leaves no ray of hope in the
dark night of despair.
Los Angeles Mayor Yorty
attacked Brown's plan for an
inquiry committee, saying the
panel won't do any good. He
may be quite right — if the
commission is to expend its
energy seeking the cause of the
riots rather than the means to
remedy the conditions that produced them.
Inquiries of this kind as a
rule are compounded of academic orientation mixed with undefined and unrealizable social
goals. The pattern has been
the same everywhere. The relationship of cause and effect is
swept aside as inconsequential
and irrelevant. This obvious inability to face the circumstances that challenge our imagination cripple us from finding the answer to recurrent
cycles of racial woes.
Race riots do not occur out
of a vacuum. Mayor Yorty's
own indifference to smoldering
conditions must be set down as
contributing to the tragic events
that brought death to 36 persons, some of whom had no part
in the disorders that almost
wiped out a whole Negro community.
Negro leadership cannot be
blamed. There was none. The
riots were exnlosions of hate
and violence. They came at a
moment when the ernancipation movement had achieved its
greatest victory in the Voting
Rights Act. The stigmata of
centuries of oppression and exploitation will not be easily or
quickly washed away.

South African Prisons
Disclosures of appalling practices in South Africa's prisons
have caused the government to
use all of its substantial powers
to discredit the report.
It is trying to persecute and
prosecute those responsible for
the revelation rather than ordering a judicial inquiry to determine actual prison conditions.
The disputed descriptions of
the use of shock treatment
tallied with those given previously in a sworn statement to
a newspaper by the head warder of Cinderella Prison at Boksburg.
.The head warder told the
newspaper he had in his possession• evidence of brutality, bribery, and corruption. The South
African government has mounted savage attacks on those responsible for the prison disclosures. A prime target is the
Daily Mail, persistent and arti-

culate foe of the regime's apartheid policies and relentless
fighter against South Africa's
steady slide into totalitarianism.
"I cannot recall a campaign
of such savagery." says Laurence Gandar, the courageous
editor of the Mail, reiterating
his demand for a judicial inquiry into prison conditions.
So long as the government
refuses to order such an investigation, its attempts to discredit
its critics will carry little conviction beyond South Africa's
borders.
The day may come when
these cruel excesses may unite
all black Africa against South
Africa in a crusade that may
not only enlist the sympathy of
the white world, but cause it
to commit military forces in
the liberation of a truly enslaved people.
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The riots in Los Angeles are
symptomatic of explosive conditions elsewhere. Social protests often have been discounted as the work of irresponsible
and chronic malcontents; but
the authorities now are slowly
awakening to the social and
economic causation of the racial outbreaks.
Political sniping has replaced riot, arson and looting as
leaders hurry to assess damage
and ferret out the cause of the
violence in which 36 persons
lost their lives.
Governor Brown, after announcing formation of an eightmember panel to probe the
causes of the massive riot.
made a quick trip to the fringe
of the now peaceful but devasted Watts area.
Discussing the inquiry panel,
Brown said:
"The commission will be
provided with subpoena power
in order to make absolutely
sure that all of us have access
to the whole truth. No group of
Californians ever chosen for an
official responsibility can have
undertaken a more difficult or
significant assignment than
the members of this commission."
The appointment by Gov.
Brown of John A. McCione,
former director of the Central
Intelligence Agenc y, raises
some serious questions in the
minds of social workers, sociologists and ministers who are
familiar with the social conditions and behavior patterns of
the convulsed community.
What is needed, in their
opinion, is not a super-duper
intelligence sifting of t h e
events that led up to the massive outbreak, but the more
obvious effective means by
which a recurrence of the tragic drama might be defeated.
This is, of course, a large order
that includes better housing,
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"My mother's half-cousin's
niece lives in Watts," said Simple, "where she and her husband owned a housc until they
decided to get divorced and
divide the property in half.
Now the house is burnt to the
ground, furniture and everything — and neither one of
them will get nothing, unless
they divide up the loot they
snatched out of the store windows in the riots last week,
which were two televisions, a
portable bar, and a love seat."
"A love seat," I said, "and
they are about to get divorced?"
"When they got home with
the 1 o o t," continued Simple.
"they had nowhere to put it
because the house had burnt
down."
"I wouldn't have thought
you would have in your family
the kind of relatives who loot
and rob stores," I said.
"Looting and robbing is not
the same thing," said Simple.
"When you loot a credit store
you are just taking back some
of the interest they been charging you for years on them highpriced installment things they
sell you on time — ten dollars
down and two dollars a week
for nine hundred weeks, plus
interest, confounded if y o u
miss a payment."
"Compounded, y o u mean,"
I said.
"Yes," said Simple, "w it h
the bill collector coming around
every week threatening to put
you in jail if you don't pay up
quick NOW WITHOUT FAIL
right away — and that old
over-sized television has long
since burnt out, and the guarantee was not worth a scrap of
paper before or after it didn't
work. My wife. Joyce, will not
let me buy nothing on credit."
"How do you know all ahoot
this half-cousin of yours in
Watts?" I asked.
"Ermalou lived in Harlem
before she "moved to Calif.,"
said Simple, "so Joyce and me
both knowed her. This summer
she invited Joyce to come to
Los Angeles and spend her vacation, but I am glad Joyce did
not go, because my wife do not
like riots. Anyhow, when we
read in the papers about the
Negroes rioting and burning.
we thought to phone Ermalou
up. which we did. But the operator said, "Phone disconnected." So we tried her motherin-law's house — who is really

).4iestoseessessetuttertioe
h e r husband's foster-aunt-inlaw across the street.
"The old lady said, 'Lord,
don't you know Ermalou's house
is burnt down, her half and her
husband's half, too! So they
are staying over here with me
this week. Ermalou, come to
the phone. Harlem is calling.'
"First thing Ermalou said
when she got to the phone was,
'Coz, we has bigger and better
riots in California than you-all
do in Harlem.'
"I said,'Ain't that a shame.'
"Ermalou said, 'S h a m e,
nothing! We ought to burn
Watts to the ground. It ain't
no good. I been wanting to move
from here a long t i m e. Our
mortgage warn't paid for nohow, so let the bank have the
ashes.'
"I said, 'But what a ho u t
your clothes?'
"She said, 'Nothing but
rags! And I am glad they burnt
down the High Style Dress
Shop which did not employ but
one colored clerk right here in
a colored neighborhood. A n d
them what owned it making
money's mammy, and carrying
all their loot off to where they
live on the lily-white side of
L.A. like all these merchants
do — so I say no. Jess Simple.
I don't care if they burn Watts
down.'"
"Your California cousin is
bitter," I said.
"She is hot under the collar," declared Simple, "and has
a very low opinion of white
folks. Ermalou said as many
black homes and churches and
schools as white folks have
burnt down in the South, how
come they are making so much
fuss because Negroes is burning down some white places in
stinking little old Watts?
Ermalou took about a half
hour of long distance time to
tell me and Joyce on the phone
how had white has been to Negroes all these years — as if
we didn't know — lynching and
burning and barbecuing us by
the hundreds. I could not get a
word in edgewise on the wire.
Finally. I managed to ask her
what about Dick Gregory getting shot in the leg.
"Ermalou said, 'If Dick Gregory had of been running toward the Negroes, instead of
toward the cops, he would not
of got shot. He was running in
the wrong direction. It's a
wonder them white cops did
not shoot him before he got
behind their police car.'

In all the hue and cry, all
the accusations and recriminations resulting from the Los
Angeles riots, one truth seems
glaringly clear to this writer.
The greatest wave of anti-Negro feeling which has Aver
swept across this nation is
threatening the beach-heads of
civil rights.
Emboldened by the opportunity to pin what the Underworld calls "a bad rat)" on the
black man because of the hotheaded senseless and criminal
looting and brutality of a few
hundred Negroes, the bigots —
some of whom have been parading as "liberal" friends of the
cause — have really crawled
out of the woodwork.
The West Coast incident has
given them their golden chance
to attack the Negro without —
they think — running the risk
or being labeled what they
are — bigots.
Still some other whites, who
are not necessarily bigoted, but
who see only one side of the
now inflamed picture, are crying out in thundering, moral
tones. Senator Aiken of Vermont, for instance, has charged
himself with the duty of telling the Negro that, with rights,
goes responsibility.
The Negro knows that just
as well as the Senator knows
it. Has the Senator been vocal
enough in the past, before Los
Angeles, in telling the white
man who has had his rights all
along, about HIS responsibility
to his black brother?
Many of us — I believe'most
of us — condemned the rioting.
That doesn't mean we are going to bow our heads in shame
and , never again protest or
picket or demonstrate to
achieve our just due.
We have proven ourselves
in loyalty in spite of the treachery visited upon us; in our patience, in spite of long denied justice; in non-violence in the face
of the riotous lawlessness of
Southern mobs and brutal
Northern cops. We are not
stupid enough, or cowardly
enough to allow anyone to use
the tragic rioting in Los Angeles to detour us on our road
toward freedom.
Yet, turning us back in our
thrust toward freedom is the
very thing some forces are attempting to accomplish. T h e
John Birch Society is growing

by a I
by lot

by leaps and bounds. White peo-t,,
pie who genuinely hate to seal
us moving forward, are looking'
to organizations which fight
against the progress of the
blacks and camouflaging it bycalling their program a crusade
„ against the Reds. The Southern
'outlaws are encouraged. Just
wait and see what happens to
the Alabama segregationist recently charged with murder
a white civil rights worker. It.
he doesn't get off scot free,
we'll certainly be amazed.
What the black man needs
now — to stem this onrushing
tide of reaction and anti-Negro
feeling, this hardening pf bigotry and conversion from liberal
to illiberal — is a real roit.
to iliberal — is a real riot.
Not a riot of stones and breaking bones.
Not a riot of looting or setting
fire to cities.
Not a riot of shotguns and
pistols and switchblades.
We need a REAL riot.
A riot of black unity.
A riot to let the white power structure know that we can
create a black power structure;
that we do not intend to fight
this battle as individuals or
small groups, but as one people.
A riot to demonstrate, for
once and all time, that we intend to have a better life, a better land, a better chance for
our children. The only way we
can be sure of thi4 is by seeing that the Great Society becomes a way of life today instead of a lofty slogan for tomorrow.
The strongest basis we have
from which to build such unity
is the Negro church. Our ministers, if they will only close
ranks, stop worrying about who
is becoming Mr. Big, and urge
their people to join a mighty
non-violent freedom march, can
weld the most militant and
mighty force in America. Let
this army be unafraid.
Let this army say that the
black man has proven himself
to America but that America
has not proven itself to the
black man. Let this army march
together, vote together, suffer
together. For God's sake—and
for our children's sake and for
, the sake of our country and our
world — let this army BE TOGETHER.
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Jail For Unwed Moms
In Clarksdale, Miss., Virgie
Mae Smith got a letter from
the county prosecutor telling
her to arrange for someone to
take care of her children because she faces a jail sentence
for giving birth to more than
one illegitimate child.
It is against the law in
Mississippi to have more than
one illegitimate child.
Miss Smith is one of 98
mothers, 94 of them Negroes,
who have been notified that
they are being investigated because the state believes they
have had more than one Merit!.
mate child.
The law clearly is aimed at
Negroes and, also is aimed not
so much perhaps at locking
them up or stopping illegitie.
macy as running them out of
the state.
The interesting thing about
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the Mississippi law — which is
being challenged as unconstitutional — is that it apparently
is not a crime to have one illegitimate child, it is only a crime
if the act is repeated.
If the law had any real hope
of dealing realistically with illegitimacy, it might be defensible. But the simple facts are
that most people who have illegitimate children can't possibly afford a fine, whether of
or less.

$25c.

These people cannot afford
to pay a fine, but what is more
to the point is that they cannot afford an abortion, even if
they were inclined in that direction. The Negro women of
the South do not ha e abortions.
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C. E. FAULKNER
man, roofing expert, siding exwiring man.
WASHINGTON—(UPI) pert and electrical
"There are probably thou— The nation's elderly house
owners are being singled out sands of homes around the
by a thief who can't be stopped country with un-needed new
by locks on the doors and win- roofs, new furnaces, or new
dows.
wiring because some high presMost of the time, according sure salesman convinced elderto the National Better Business ly lumeowners they were in
Bureau, he just knocks, smiles
danger," BBB states.
and fast talks the owner into immient
Some examples cited:
inviting him to look around.
When he /eaves, the elderly One 89-year-old woman was
citizen has been gyped out of bilked out of nearly $4,000 by
part of his hard-won savings. a
man posing as a sewer inWho is this smooth operatorswindler, a men who specia- spector.
Another paid $5,800 for an
lizes in bilking the unwary into
signing contracts for unneces- aluminum siding job later
sary home repairs.
estimated by a contractor to
The Better Business Bureau
says its reports show the 18 be worth $660. Still another
million Americans in the 65- elderly man looking for a reand-over bracket are particu- tircment home, foind he had
larly vulnerable to this type of bought a lava bed rather than
ighswindler.
the lot he wanted .
IF As for the confidence men,
they divide themselves into What can be dons to keep
specialties. There is the gutter the home repair thief out of
repairman, chimney repair- the 1-,me?

•

Three Illinois residents were killed and at least two others in critical
condition in a two-car crash three miles northeast of Lake Geneva,
Wis. The names of the victims and other details were not available,

as this fatal traffic accident took its place in the macabre recordbreaking holiday weekend traffic toll where 567 died. (UPI Telephoto)

Tutor Project Toe
Helps Hundreds ,

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
Wiggling Can Hell* FIRE
And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Avoia varicose veins
If you are

clean and tired of high rates
ST. AUGUSTINE—Hundreds
of St. Johns County youths
If you have lost your license
benefitted from the joint tuIf you are about to loose your license
torial-recreation projects con- By DR. SAMUEL ANDELMAN sooner you start walking the countries improve water sup
better, but for at least three plies; it has pushed nursing,
(Health Commissioner)
ducted during the summer
If you need an SR -21 filing at once
months you should continue to projects in 64 countries; it has1
months by Florida Memorial
helped 37 countries fight Ti):
Varicose veins shouldn't hap- wear the elastic supports.
College.
If you have under age 25 problems
thanks to your genet nsity — it is trying to standatdize
Recruits from all sections of pen but they do, as many per- you should
know that WHO is In maceutical terms and prevent
so
ns
can
testify.
Your
heart
If
you need free help, advice, quick
the state were employed as tu•
the r-ocess of establishing an the spread of dangerous drugs;
tors. These 50 Florida Memorial pumps blood through your ar.
and
efficient service, call Now!!
International
agency for can. and it has provided grants for
students have applied the net tories to your tissues, but oth- cer
research. Already, seven training about 20,000 health
proceeds of their Summer earn- er forces must bring the blood
948-7775 or 948-7176
WHO laboratories and 58 eel- workers.
ings to their college tuition back to your heart. Gravity
lab”rating centers are at work
Other than this, it's not
costs for the coming year. All helps the return of all blood
classifying the known forms of done very nuich lately. With a
were certified
as needing that is above the
heart. The cancer and studying cancer poor record like this, it is not
jobs to help pay their way
among animals. But the new surprising that Dr. Candau has
through college, and the major- rest is squeezed upward against
WHO research center — spon- to go around the world begging
ity are incoming freshmen who gravity by contractions of
sored by Western Germany, for money. People only like to
otherwise would not have been your voluntary muscles.
France, Italy, Britain and be on the winning side.
able to pursue college careers. Since you spend most of your
the U.S. — will coordinate and
Several hundred youths In life with your feet lower than expand the work.
the city and county, ranging
WHO is also attacking the up-,
your heart, getting the blood
from the first through the.
surge of such diseases as the
twelfth grades, enrolled for the from your feet and legs pre- plague and VD. It is also wagfree tutorial sessions, which sents the biggest problem — ing war on yaws, gastro-inteswere held on the FMC campus the route your blood must take tinal ailments, TB and smalland at other strategic locations. is uphill all the way. For this pox, which still fells tens of
Subjects included reading, reason your veins are equipped thousands of victims a year.
writing, speech, arithmetic, with valves so that when blood
WHO first took out after
math, hygiene, history, and sosqueezed out of them it can smallpox six years ago —and
Ii
cial studies. Under the recretits already eliminated it In 12
ation phase of the program, in- go in only one direction—toward countries. Dr. Candau, who
struction was offered in swim- your heart.
thinks this is a priority item,
ming, water safety, gymnastics, Thus exercise—even wiggling says it should be wiped out
archery, and other sports.
SECR ETA I AL
*our toee when you are stand- throughout the world if mankind will spend $31,000,000 for
Tests given before and after 'tug or sitting
helps to keep more
.
STENOGRAPHIC
vaccine.
the two-month tutorial program
revealed acute need for the to- your venous blood moving. (Circle one guess only,: the
(Evening Classes Only)
tonal help was widespread. In When the veins of your legs world WILL or WILL NOT
a special effort to compensate are subjected to prolonged eradicate smallpox by 1975.)
By the same token, WHO's
for lack of social exposure, pressure due to standing or sit"sight-seelng" expedi- ting in one position for a long members have requested
$9,000,000 more to finance about
tions were organized to local time, they tend to dilate.
425 additional projects next
industries, business firms, and In
time this dilation gives year — bringing the total to
REGISTRATION—SEPTEMBER 8-9
public places.
the blood a channel through 1,275 — but Dr. Candau says
As a reward for those stu- which to bypase the valves and
CLASSES BEGIN —SEPTEMBER 10
dents who appliee themselves flow backward. When this hap' WHO will do so only if it can
funds.
get
the
most diaigently, 17 were selec- pensthe enlarged veins beMeanwhile, wit° limps along
(We participate in the National Defense .S'Iudent Loan Program)
ted for an excursion to metro, come tortuous or S-shaped and
with an administrative staff in
politan areas in the North.
you have varicose veins.
Geneva of about 800, and 2,000,
Early in the course of this more doctors, nurses, sciendisease much relief can be ob- tists and engineers in the field
tained by keeping your feet pie- — not much to serve over three
voted on a chair or stool. This billion people.
will also prevent further prog- In a typical year it will take
ress of the disease. Wearing an steps to protect 80,000,000
Accredited by Accrediting Commission for Buq4sess Schools
elastic weave roller bandage or people from yellow fever; 18
elastic stockings will also help million from yaws and so on
but will not remove the cause. and so on. It is helping 15
If you have had varicose countries try to bring trachoma
veins for many years, there Is under control; it has helped 57
always danger of varicose ulcers developing. These are
hard to heal. At this stage an
operation to remove the involved veins is the best treatment,
but the ulcers must be healed
before operation. After the diseased veins are removed the
90°4 of our cars lisfed below are ono owner TRADE-INS on Pryor Olds.
NO SET DOWN PAYMENTS
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ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE

ENROLL NOW
FOR FALL SEMESTER

ExEct:TRE

4-dr.. automettc. Ft&H. w-w tires, power
brake, & steering, fly. air, 31,000 one
owner miles. •

66 OLDS STARFIRE

$301

Automatic. radio. heater. white VIM tires,
power papering de brakes, elec, windows,
k seats. 9,000 act. miles, factory air.

10 OLDS DYNAMIC
'eh is
tituently
illegirime
•

Henderson Business College,Inc.

With our New Lighting Display
Things are Bright ns
You can Shop PRYOR with Delight I
Both DA-Y and NIGHT.
OPEN TILL 9 P.M.

Convertible. automatic, radio, heater. w...•
tires, power steering & brakes, factory
sir, two to choose from less than 2.0M
miles.

'61 PORD COUNTRY SQUIRE •• •31241
Station wagon. Crule-o-matic. nth, w-w
.
tires, power steering, ono owner.

'44 OLDS JETSTAR
4-dr.. automatic. radio & heater. w-w tires.
power steering & brakes, factory air; still
in factoe8 wty.

'60 PLYMOUTH Dation Was. .• $413
Automatic, radio and heater.

'63 OLDS P-55

$2401

Custom hardtop. radio & heater, w-w
tires, power steering. elec. windows &
seat,. factory air. one owner Car.

12 OLDS Dynamic "IS"
Sedan, full power. air cond., low mtlage,
one owner car.

63 PORD CTY. SEDAN

64 "Pt" Holiday Hardtop

SVIES

$3015

Automatic. radio. heater. w/w tires, power
steering and brakes, elec, windows and
seats, fty. air, on. owner, like new:

Stan
w-w firm.

'63 OLDS 045

3-Pr. coupe. automatic. R&H,
power steering and brakes, factory ale.
One owner car. Two to choose from.

51141

'62 OLDS STARPIRE

Hardtop, automatic. r&h: w-w tires. power Merl-log Se brakes, electric windows 4
seats, factory air, extra clean car

'63 MERCURY METEOR

a1591

Auto. R&H. 39W tires, Cower steering
and brakes, V-8. 21,000 actual miles.

$11111 '61 OLDS IS

4-dr. widen. automatic. r&h, w-w tires.
power steering & brakes, factory air, local
owner.

One

IS OLDS "Ir

Sport Coupe, power glide. radio & heater,
tires. Power steering & brakes, factory air.

$1301

Hvdrometie R&H, w-w tire,, power brakes
one owner
and steering. fty. air. 32,
nodes.

'60 OLDS "1111'S 601
4-dr. automatic, air

1•11211

51041

Automatic. R&H. w-w tires. power steering & brakes, factory air, one owner.

PONTIAC
6 pave station Wagon Cruie-o-niatic rah. '60
w-w tire, power steering, 390 engine. V-8. 4-de automatic, radio
air condition.
factory air, cream puff
MANY. MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FEW
SEVERAL AIR CONDITIONED •

$
heater, w-w tires,

N.Y. Banks Hire
Negroes And
Puerto Ricans

NEW YORh — (UPI) — Following intensive negotiations
lasting four months, CORE and
the NAACP announced that
the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York has begun to hire
large numbers of Negroes and
Puerto Ricans In the New York
Federal Reserve Bank.
Talks were begun jour months
ago as a result of complaints
of discrimination received by
CORE and NAACP. An investgation revealed a discriminatory pattern of employment.
Since the start of negotiations, F ederal Reserve hiring
policy has improved, the civil
rights groups reported.
Because of the large number
of Federal Reserve employees
In the course of the year. The
bank now extensively adver.,
tises openings in the Negro
press.
CORE and NAACP specifically request that applications
inform the organizations as to
the status of their applications
by calling either; Irving Queen
(NAACP), Tel. 854-1595. or
Stephen M. Nagler (CORE),
Tel. PL 2-8060.
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This Business
Of Discounts

Other People's

BUSINESS

N.Y. Banks Hire.
Negroes And
•
Puerto Ricans r

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Falowing intensive negotiatiotis
To some people the term The seller is free to set the lasting four months, CORE and
"discount" has a magic appeal, price ard, the buyer is free, the NAACP announced that
according to inquiries received to take it or leave it, and trade,the Federal Reserve Bank of
by the Chicago Better Busi- where he feels he gets the most. New York has begun tu hire
Thanks to Fred Wall, I had the experience of touring the
ness Bureau.
value for his money.
I large numbers of Negroes and
Westside riot area following the big conflagration. On the surActually there's no magic, So when is a discount a true, Puerto Ricans in the New York.
face. all was calm although many people were on the streets.
but there may be sonic mys- discount? It is a discount f Federal Reserve Bank.
tery in the word as used by it represents bona fide savings Talks were begun four months
My attorney-son's office is at 1 N. Pulaski Ro., it's blocks
some advertisers. Actually, it from the prevailing price of an, ago as a result of complaints
from the fire station which housed the hook and ladder truck
means a price cut, and bona article in the seller's or corn- of discrimination received by
which started the holocaust.
fide price cuts are offered by petitor's store in his immediate; CORE and NAACP. An invest
retailers every day,
While Wall talked with his Westside lady reporter and
trade area, in the recent, re- 1 gation revealed a discrimiOn the other hand, the term gular and normal course of natory pattern of employment.
transacted his own business, I talked with many adults and
"discount" could be a gimmick, business.
I Since the start of negotiateenagers. I ran into one of the Scorpions whom I met a few
or a deception. The important
The advertiser has the burden lions, Federal Reserve hiring
point
is—"a discount from
years ago and he introduced me to two of his cronies. Some
of clearly and unambiguously policy has improved, the civil
what?"
readers will recall that several years ago two of the gang
stating just what he means in rights groups reported.
A definition is in order. Achis copy. lie should be able t,M Because of the large number
leaders asked the board of education to give them an opporcording to Webster's, discount
prove his claim.
of Federal Reserve employees
means "to reckon off or detunity to tell their stories at a board meeting and were refused.
Another point to be consi. in the course of the year. The
duct."
So
there
must
be
a
Later they met in my office where we discussed their
a starting point from which to dered is whether the merchan- bank now extensively adverTIRE FASHION LOW-DOWN
problems with both giving their view points. It was easy to see
d
is actually new and of tises openings in the Negro
figure the so-called "discountise
good quality, or is it just stock press.
and Rubber Company. Martee Roma and price."
that these boys were neither ignorant or inarticulate. They inThe automotive and tire industries here
Obviously, if the starting of unknown age, purchased by CORE and NAACP specifitelligently presented their case.
friend conduct their own grass-roots surpresent a new fashion fillip for 1966 modpoint is based on a false or ex- ths dealer through bankrupt- catty request that applications
After that conversation, I had a much clearer understandvey of the narrower white band, to be aggerated comparative price, cies, close-outs or other dis- inform the organizations as to
el cars—a tire with a single 6-10th-inch
ing of the conditions which create slums and gangs. Still
the savings figure, that is the tressed sources, but not dis- the status of their applications
offered on many of Detroit's latest crea- discount,
band to form the white sidewalls, accordcan not be truthful. closed as such in connection by calling either: Irving Queeryl,
later, George S. Harris, arranged a dinner meeting at the
(NAACP), Tel. 654-1595, ()MP
Under our American compe- with advertising.
tions.
Tire
Goodyear
at
engineers
ing
to
style
Parkway where a few businessmen met gang leaders who
Stephen M. Nagler (CORE),
titive system a retailer may
SERVICES CUT
ly that a group of investors have as low
freely discussed their problems. The young men, with whom I
prices as he Is tile seller cutting out some 1 Tel. PL 2-8060.
which he represents has taken wishes, lie may make as little of the normal services and pri-1
talked Saturday had attended that dinner.
preliminary steps to organize a profit as he wants or as much vileges you expect and want ,
I talked with some girls, a truck driver, a taxicab operator.
as the traffic will bear. Ile may from business, such as delivery
and loan association to
savings
a CTA employe, firemen and three policemen. I did not learn
price himself out of business, and hook-up services, warrenbe located in the vicinity of the
ties, return and exchange pri-,
or out of the market,
anything new. Everyone expressed the same reasons for fruscorner of Madison and Pulaski.
"The success of this high risk vileges, credit availability, ect.?,
trations, bitterness and hatred. Firemen and policemen from
Noting that the removal of
loan program prompted its Does the seller have a reason- I
the Century Bank will create a
the Deep South who brought their prejudices with them were
able stock of sizes, models or.
inclusion in the Economic Opcharged with brutalizing Negroes at every opportunity. Proper- Leonard N. Foster, secretary Other officers are: John ned for a savings institution in portunity Act of 1964 on an styles in the name brands feathe
area,
Foster
stated that the
tured? Or, are the well known
announc- Blassingame, president; Tomimproved basis with loans up
ty owners were charged with failing to make minor repairs and general counsel,
brands names used merely as
ed the formation of the West mie C. Williams, vice presi- new institution will place partirodents were uncontrolled, streets and alleys were neglected Central Real Estate Board, a dent; Corinne Ramsely, vice cular emphasis on making mort- to $25,000 for as long as 15,"bait," with a minimum on
BIRMINGHAM—The special
years" said Foley. Special at-1
money
gage
available on reagroup of real estate brokers president for membership; and
and garbage collections were slow.
tention is given to making loans, hand, and mixed wth unknown , weekend "little convention'
sonable
terms
buyers
for
home
,and allied professions interest- Patrick H. Jenkins, treasurer.
which will create jobs for the brand items.
of the National Association for
Window Smashing
'ing housing, health, sanitation led in the rehabilitation of the Leonard N. Foster, West Gar- in the neighborhood, as well as unemployed he added.
No firm or organization has
the Advancement of Colored
announced
for
lawyer,
home
recentloans.
improvement
field
a
monopoly
on
the
know-how
Being especially interested and other problems; they must Westside.
Because experience has
People here, Sept. 11-12, will be
In the business community, I provide wholesome recreation The board will provide servishown that lack of manage- of merchandising to the extent
ces to tenants and owners in
asked why the windows of for young people,
ment training to help the small that all its merchandise or ser- kicked off the night before
more and bet- the area from Halsted •Street
stores were smashed, property
businessman
improve
his vices are always going to be with a public reception honorand from Irvdestroyed
and
merchandise ter jobs and determine that to the city limits
knowledge of the basics of op- sold at prices lower than those ing the National Board of DirecPark
Pershing
there
Road
ing
will
to
be
no
discrimination
of all competitors.
tors and Executive Director
stolen? I was rather surprised
erating a business
Discounts in one form or Roy Wilkins at 7:30 P.M.,
to find that there was strong or segregation in any form Road. It will operate a free
The head of the nation's
interested
where
persons
whatever.
clinic
another are a legitimate part the Louis Richard Hall Audifeeling against merchants who
small business administration
allegedly had no interest in the I have no patience with white can obtain advice on property Small Business Administrator Negro groups and individuals is proud of the notable progress of merchandising, but custo- torium located in the A. G.
values,
financing,
mortgage
past,"
"In
says
the
the
Adagain
Foley
this
P.
Eugene
mers are entitled to know that Gaston Building.
problems of the community businessmen who manifest no
but admits there is always
The announcement was made
and who did not support com- interest or concern with the consumer credit, and eviction week reported on the progress ministrator," I realize that the room for improvement. There- the "discount" is from a norhis administration is making SBA loan standards were much
mal selling price.
munity institutions, nor parti- problems in the ghetto and I actions.
by Dr. John W. Nixon, presifore, it has been his unit's proestablished
They
have
a
for
too
the
strict
Negro
towards
shopa
st.ong
building
Negro
If
have
you
little
just
as
are
in
patience with
doubt — find dent
cipate in community activities.
of
the
Birmingham
cedure to visit predominantly
Of course, these charges are Negro businessmen who, be- clearing house for information business class in the United owner who operates with a Negro colleges, confer with out! Do your shopping and com- NAACP Branch which is sponon
buildings
and
apartments
aprofit
profit
at
or
all.
small
no
States.
cause
of
paring
an
inferiority
before
comyou
buy
not peculiar to the west side.
— not soring the reception. Dr. Nixon
Negro leaders in an effort to
You hear them on 43rd, 47th, plex are afraid to compete in vailable for sale or lease. A He said his office is not only Thus, we at SBA began to de- country that his Administration after, the Better Business Bur- is also Alabama State NAACP
special task force is working making more loans to Negroes velop loan standards which emeau declares.
51st, 55th, 61st, 83rd and the open market (with no holds
president.
let it be known throughout the
barred) and who beg for ad- on the reduction of real estate than ever before, but they are phasized a man's character and
throughout She south side.
taxes and standardization of concentrating on the employ- integrity rather than the col- is genuinely sincere in their
One of the first steps to be vantages.
desire to provide the maximum
lateral he had to offer."
ment of qualified Negroes.
taken in Negro communities to
The Cosmopolitan Chamber general fire insurance rates.
opportunities for the Negro
Professionally q u a 1 i- In a series of articles en- In 1964, the SBA tailored a
prevent the recurrence of the of Commerce atttempts to bring
community, and their efforts
west side destruction of pro- together business people of all lied speakers are available to titled "SBA Reports", Riley new program which would meet were directed towards recruitperty must be improved com- races, creeds and religions, discuss real estate and finan- will deal with specific services the needs of many small busi- ing qualified prospects for pomunication between the so-call- large and small, to reduce cing at meetings of neighbor- the SBA has to offer and how nessmen and especially Negro sitions of responsibility with
they have been utilized by businessmen. This program was
ed 'foreign" businessmen, "na- crime and vice, to secure clean- hood groups.
Washington
and in
known as Six by Six Loan and SBA in
tive" businessmen and local er streets and alleys, improvManagement Program since it SBA's 68 field offices.
residents. Negro and white ed traffic and parking control
6s yuepartso ru,s000m faonr Just recently James Bruce
alsoan
business people must reality and in general improve all muLlewellyn was appointed rethat what affects one affects nicipal services so that people
agement training ajl counsel- gional director of the New York
the other and work cooperative- will want to patronize their
ing. No collateral was needed. City SBA office. Llewellyn is
ly for the good of all. They must neighborhood business arid pro- s
The chief thing was the man's the first Negro to be put in
assume joint leadership in solv- fessional services.
character, his know - how and charge of an SBA Regional ofReading A 'Must'
chances for success as the re- fice. He will have full charge
of all SBA activities in 24 counsult of an SBA loan.
While resting and having a bit of check-up by my doctor
NEW YORK — Carlus E. sibility for the development and
The program was first launch- ties of Eastern and Southern
and long-time personal friend from my home-town, (Dr. Ho- Faulkner, 42, was named to implementation of national and ed in Philadelphia, where on- New York,
mer V. Wilburn, at Provident Hospital), I had the good fortune head the special marketing de- local sales activity in Cham- ly seven loans had been made
partment of Metropolis Brewto Negroes in the first eleven
to read the August issue of Ebony magazine "The White Prob- ery of N. J., Inc., Trenton, N. pale markets throughout the years
of SBA's existence. In
lem In America." If you have not read that 178-page master J., makers of Champale spark. country. His headquarters will just one year, almost 100 loans
be in New York, where he cur- totaling S3s0,00o were
made to
piece, get several today, keep one in your personal library, Hog malt liquor,
Negroes in that city as a reThe new Metropolis Brewery; rently resides.
and mail the others to carefully selected individuals who need] executive
A specialist in advertising, sult of the "6 x 6" Program.
will have the respon-I
research, merchandising and
to know the facts of American racial life. I sent copies
The Chicago and Greater
to:
marketing, Faulkner headed
Metropolitan Area Have A
Govs. Wallace and Faubus.
his own firm, C. E. Faulkner
Heart Charities will conduct
In a fascinating introduction article, Lerone Bennett writes:
& Co., San Francisco, for six
their annual tag day on Friday,
years.
"There is no Negro problem in America. The problem of race
Sept. 10 in Chicago and subDURHAM,
N.C.
—
James
R.
Thereafter, for four years,
urban communities.
in America, insofar as that problem is related to packets of'
he served the E&B Brewing Co. Butts, assistant professor of
The City Council has apmelanin (def. "The black pigment of the animal
chemistry
at
North
Carolina
of Detroit as advertising conproved this day as one of the
College,
has
been
named
chairin
men's skins is a white problem. And, in order totissues")
sultant and merchandising disolve that
man of the college's Athletic five official tag d9Ys. The 50
rector in special marketing.
problem we must seek its source, not in the Negro, but in
Committee, an announcement agencies which benefit from
(CPI) — Cookie:, are symBorn in East St. Louis, Faulk- by Presidhnt Massie
the white American (in the process by which he was educated, bols
this week this effort includes nursery
of reward, an industry ner completed his
groups, children's
homes
undergradu- reveals.
in the needs and complexes he expresses through racism) and survey shows, and mothers buy ate studies at University
of
Ile will replace as chairman settlement houses, protective
them
as
an
expression
of
love
Chicago. A member of Kapin the structure of the white community (in the power arrangeDr. James H. Brewer, who will centers, schools for handiof their children.
pa Alpha Psi Fraternity, he is
capped
children and
chilments and the illicit uses of racism in the scramble for scarce
The survey, sponsored by married to the former Beatrice study on a post-doctoral fellow- dren's hospital
wards, as
ship at the Smithsonian Instivalues; power, prestige, income."
American Viscose, a major Suttle of Milwaukee,
well as homes for the aged and
manufacturer of cellophane. During World War H. Faulk' tute for the 1965-66 school year.
The committee, which has 12
his parents had reproduced on was a nation-wide sampling of ner won the Air
Causes Of Riots
Medal and Dis- members, set policies
These agencies provide care
and proChristmas cards? The other ,
ingots ed Flying Cross as a
Bennett continues: "When day, that
well known collector The families annual income navigator with the 101st Bomb- cedures for the college's en- for those in need, regardless of
we say that the causes of the of rare
religious preference, race or
tire athletic program.
gems, printer Harry 0. was $7,000 plus yearly and 31 er Squadron.
race problem are rooted in the
Butts, a native of Petersburg, color.
Abbott dug up the poem which per cent of the wives were emA captain. Faulkner flew 68 Va., holds the B.S. degree from
white American and the white reads "Will there come
Over 10,000 women volunteers
a time ployed full or part time. Nacommunity, we mean Power is
when all mankind, Will turn tional Analysts of Philadelphia combat missions in the Euro- Virginia State College and the give unselfishly of their time
pean Theatre of War. In 1953, M.S. degree from the Univer- and
the white American's and so is
energy in offering the fafrom the paths they trod? were the researchers.
as a Ford Fellow, he toured sity of Michigan. Ile is also
the responsibility. We mean
a miliar red heart-shaped tag in
When no longer Satan will be But father's influence in rela- U.S.
that the white American creatbases
abroad to make a graduate of the Ammunition In- return for a contribution. There
their guide, And they'll change tion to cookies is relatively unstudy of the mood and treat- spectors School,
ed and invented the race
Ordinance are no paid solicitors for this
and follow God? Will men ever important, the researchers said.
problem and that his fears and
ment of military personnel.
Division, U.S. Army.
tag day.
frailties are responsible for the see war's futility, And let their
struggles cease? Will men and
urgency of the probelm."
women of every race, Then
There follows 21 of the most dwell together in peace? Some
This is one of the reception rooms inside the
pungent articles I have ever day, will men take
up the
read (at least since the days search, For the paradise
MAKES YOU LOOK
they've
Madison-Western buildin g. Rooms this size,
of W. E. B. Dubois, James Wel- lost? Or will mankind
feel that
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
don Johnson and other literary Right is too great a cost? The
suites and complete floors are available to.
giants of another generation. wise of the past and present
business's interested in locating in the heart
I wonder how many remem- age, Have pointed out the way,
ber the poem "Some Other But fools like ourselves have
of
a busy, fast growing, residential, retail and
Day" which Oscar C. Brown always preferred to change
Jr., wrote in 1945 and which some other day."
industrial
area.
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
By A. L. FOSTER
Ilsrosotavo Director. Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce
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Another Promotion
The promotion of Mark Pierce from vice president of
Chicago operations to executive vice president of the Middle
Western Division of the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company was announced by E. J. Vogel, president of the Middle
Western Division. A&P is a long-time member of the Cosmopolitan Chamber.
Vogel also announced the promotion of William Lewis of
the Kansas City Unit to succeed Pierce as vice president of
A&P stores and operatfems In Chicago. Lewis recently completed 40 years of service with A&P. Ile was general supslir,_
tendent In charge of all Chicago southside stores for many
years, prior to going to Kansas City.
Ralph Crocker, long time resident of Chicago, who for
many years was meat superintendent and supervisor of Chicago southside stores, has succeeded Kenneth Stitzer, who retired from A&P as Superintendent and supervisor.
!
Michael V. Simon, with the U. S. Department of Commerce,
has been appointed thief domestic trades specialist in Chicago.

LONESOME?
No nrs•d to be. Send age, rac•,
type p•rsort you se•k with $1.00
It will be published ill our
Newspaper.
Subscribe to our Newspaper with
addr
and descriptions of
ladisis and rnsn. i2 issues 51.00.

FELLOWSHIP CLUB-CD
BOX 1082

SOMETHING NEW FOR THE HOME
Young homeowner examines Zenith's new
custom 4-track stereo tape recorder, solidstate high fidelity record playing instrument, and solid-state AM-FM -stereo vw
radio in this handsome console instrument
with pivotal louvered doors. Featured in-

elude: custom "stereo professional" record changer, and the micro-touch 2G tone
arm with -free-floating" cartridge. The
instrument has a push button studio control panel and two on-off Indicator lights,

If you are a progressive businessman or woman, why not call Mr. Henry Fort, Manager of the
building, at MO 6-6066
for information on
space in a modern
building at reasonable rates.

Washington 13, D.C.

DIAPER RASH
Wove pain and Itching. soothe Quickswitch to ouporfidnad hospital ouslitY
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Family The
Right Size
By LEONTYNE HUNT
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Dear Leontyno:
of the baby." My husband and
Dear Defender:
Many of my friends are tak- I agreed. The day after the
Chicagoans
The most outstanding charing birth control pills and have abortion, I had such a high
John W. Douglas, the assts. cia marches and
almost convinced me that I fever that I had to be taken
leo', attorney general in charge want an end to the Loop sit- acteristic of life in the United
hour
rush
snarled
that
have
States is not the racial prejushould take them, too,
But to the hospital. As it turned out.
of the Civil Rights Division, ins
traffic.
dice
of
white men, but the Powthere's one thing that still I ant lucky to be alive. 'rho
told the Federal Bar Assoc. in
er
of
money.
bothers me about the pills.
doctors said I had a terrible
Baltimore that there are "li- But are residents of either
In America, money lurits
mits to the dramatic presen- community willing to give up
My friends tell me they take infection and almost didn't
behind
every
motive.
demonstrasome
poWithout
make
something, to
tation" of rights
one pill a day for 20 days, be- make it. Worst of all, they have
sitive change in return? Will exception everyone feels contions.
ginning on the fifth day of their told me I can never have ansciously
or
hired
for
unconsciously,
Illinois
be
that
the
vote
or
Negroes
Douglas, son of
period. They say their next other baby.
the
more
wealth
Will
a
championSouth?
person
has,
in
the
long
city
jobs
I almost died and besides we
has
who
Senator
after they take the last pill.
have spent more money on
ed equal rights for Negroes, Chicagoans erase the gery- the more his personal worth
My
question
is
this:
Don't
mandered school district lines, and the less he has, the less his
medical bills than it would have
made some sound points:
these women need to use some
Demonstrations should not be the building of public housing worth.
cost to have the baby in the
other
method
of
birth
control
first place. I hope everyone
ends in themselves but must In the segregated ghetto along This is the dominating idea
during those few days after
of our culture.
who reads about my experience
c u s attention on specific south State. Street?
they
have
taken
their
last
pill
Because the great mass of
evances and offer specific Often, white
will use birth control if they
citizens and
and
are
waiting
for
their
period
Negroes average less wealth
medies.
don't want a baby right away.
Negroes are just not communito begin? How can they be
The rights movement can- cating on the same wave than the mass of whites, many
If only my husband and I had
protected
if
the
aren't
using
indignawhites
feel superior to all Nenot sustain itself "on
known the facts, we could still
length. White citizens want oranything?
groes
regardless
of
the fact
tion alone."
be looking forward to another
der and an end to disturbances
Dear Mrs. E. T.
Each demonstration should —sometimes, I think, "peace at that sonic are wealthy. And
baby.
Many
Planned
Parenthood
they
obfeel
particular
inferior
to
towards
a
whites
point
who
Mrs. J. R.
any price."
patients who are taking the
have more wealth.
jective," Douglas said. "Vague
Negroes want changes in the
pills have asked this same ques- Dear Mrs. R.
On tile other hand, Negroett
generalities confuse supporters
circumstances of their lives—
tion. We tell them yes, they are I'm sorry you are one of those
and estrange sympathizers." good schools for their children feel inferior to both Negroes
protected for these few days who have learned the truth
The Justice Department aide decent housing, a fair chance arid whites who have more
between the twentieth pill and about abortion the hard way.
also makes good sense when he in the job market, and the like. wealth, and superior to Nethe start of the menstrual flow, Many women each year die from
says the public must judge each Their leaders would be fired groes and whites who have less
which
result
even though they aren't using complications
demonstration on its merits. overnight if they resigned them- wealth than they.
from these dangerous and illeany birth control method.
JAMES ALLEN
Just because it occurs, he told selves to quiet acceptance of
gal
operations.
All
operations
Each month the ovary prothe lawyers, "does not mean the status quo."
duces an egg. It begins to grow should be performed in sanithM its purposes are either Yes, Negro leaders know that
tary
surroundings
by
licensed
after your period and reaches
desirable or undesirable, wise many white citizens are growphysicians. But too often a desIts
full
development
about
the
or unwise."
ing tired of the protests. But
middle of your cycle, approx- perate woman, thinking that
.
Excesses in rights demon- Negro mothers are tired of
imately
two weeks before the abortion is "the only way out'
might
strations, Douglas says,
will
turn
to
one
unof
these
seeing their kids bitten by rats,
start of your next period.
touch off violent upheavals.
licensed and usually unskilled
their husbands exploited for
At this time, if you weren't
If past experience is a guide, pitiful wages, their families
persons. Many of these people
taking the pills, the egg would
many persons will seize upon confined to a ghetto in which,
do serious damage by the use
be released and would travel
s words to mean that direct as James Baldwin says, Dear Defender:
of unsterilized equipment and
Let's stop buying houses in
down your tubes to wait for the
ion protests by C 0 R E "Everything was always fallby their own lack of medical
these old neighborhoods where
male seed.
CC, NAACP, .and others ing down."
knowledge.
If you are taking the pills, It is not as simple an opera.
should be ended. According to For white citizens, the rights' white people are trying to get
however, the egg is not releas- tion as many would have you
thc polls, a majority of white revolution is a mild inconveni- away from. Please believe me,
ed. It remains in the ovaries believe. In too
citiss.ns are already tired of ence — a traffic snarl or an most of these people are glad
many cases, the
to
get
a
buyer
in
order
to
move
and gradually wastes away at abortionist's "client" ends up
civil disobedience and wish unpleasant shopping trip. For
into a brand new home.
the end of your cycle. After In the emergency room of the
Negroes would cut it out.
for
surit
is
a
quest
Negroes,
Negroes move in and take
you have taken ysur last pill, nearest hospital, or even the
"You've made your point," vival.
the old ones which need repairs
yot. cannot become pregnant County Morgue.
these persons think, "now quit
like
a
new
roof,
new
furnace,
bothering us."
terchange. Northerly Island, mi- The excuse, in this case, Is because the egg for Mat cycle I, too, hope tht the spread of
Dear Defender:
1
wiring, etc., and then we get
quch persons want nothing
The patience of thousands of linally planned for recreation, a lame one. While the billion has w..sted away and the pro- birth control information will
blamed
for
running
the
houses
than for the rights leaders to
was taken from us to build an dollar expressways (Dan Ryan, cess has already started to cre- help prevent these tragedies by
down. The old house is ready South Side residents has snap- ever-growing Meigs Field.
give up, and send their marKennedy, Eisenhower) have ate a fresh egg for the next helping women plan against
to fall in when we get it.
ped because of the city adminischers home to the ghetto to stay
daily traffic crises, the South month.
unwanted pregnancy beforeexpansion
and
Neglect,
road
The white people tell Negroes
put. These citizens don't really
tration's (Mayor Daley's) in- the remnants of dead roads Outer Drive flows smoothly to Dear Mrs. hunt:
hand.
that the property is good when
go beyond lip service in civil
I am writing to warn readers (Leontyne Hunt is the voice of
we are trying to buy it, but if sistence on further ruining our have ruined most of the rest and through Jackson Park. Yet,
rights.
we are told we need a super 'of your Cliiik11111 not to make the the Chicago Planned Parent.
it really was that good, they'd lakefront parks in favor of an of Burnham Park.
are hurting is all that is reroad instead of park space. One same mistake I did. My hus- hood Association. She will
keep it.
unnecessary expressway - type Jackson Park, farther south, can only conjecture on the real band and I have two children talk you regularly
They presume that the fact
about family
There
are
a
lot
of
new
houshas suffered more from neg- reason for wanting to boild this both girls. We hoped to have planning and related subjects.
that they understand Negroes Dear Defender:
road.
are hurting is all that is re- The word "ghetto" as used es to buy now, and if there For the past few Sundays, lect than plundering, but both road.
a boy a few ye.srs from now, This column is designed to anquired of them. Many are not to define sub-standard and shim wasn't I would make the sacri- hundreds of people have put have seriously damaged the
it to help bail out the bank- but not right away, since my swer your questions, so please
ready to take the slightest per- areas is a misnomer, in that fice,and wait for one that was white mouthing bands on more park Army anti-aircraft instal- Is
Chicago Skyway by en- husband is temporarily laid off feel free to ask them. A letter
rupt
suitable.
sonal intiative in behalf of rec- it implies that the residents
addressed to Mrs. Hunt, Planthan 800 trees which would be lations (obsolete), more a n d couraging more traffic toward from work.
If
you
mistakenly
think
these
tifying old injustices.
are restricted therein. This is
old houses are so great just destroyed for such a road. We more parking lots, portable It? Is it the contracts that can In April I discovered I was ned Parenthood Assn., 185 N.
In cities like Chicago and not true at all.
have done this to show all Chi- classrooms, all have eaten be awarded? Or is it the mad pregnant. Since we couldn't af- Wabash Ave., Chicago, will
Bogalusa, La., for instance, In every large city there are because white people live in cagoans what they will lose.
ford another baby this year, we bring a prompt response, eiaway invaluable acres.
them,
just
take
a
good
look
drive of the road makers to
aJewGerman,
Italian,
icials want a moratorium on Chinese,
round the windows, the ceil- In addition to the trees, 10 Once, Jackson Park had a cover everything with pave- didn't know what to do. A girl ther In the column (where real
Negro
sections.
Irish
and
ish,
ings and you'll see all the acres of choice beauty spots beautiful lagoon, rowboating, a ment? One thing is certain: friend told me about a woman names are never Used) or by.
Strangely, only the NEGRO
she knew who could "get rid mail.)
bird sanctuary, flower gardens
section is a ghetto; that white cracks. The old wiring will ant picnic areas will disappear. on Wooded Island and other This super road would not be
Americans created it, set its have to be changed too. The The destruction is scheduled amenities; now, the lagoon is built if the city had to pay for
the land it will consume.
boundaries; that it is the pro. foundation is another good to begin in a few weeks. The
a stagnant, dammed-up backplace to look for signs of leaks. city
duet of race hate and the in(Mayor Daley) insists this water, and the other pleasures Park land, dearly bought by The "rioters"
have all been
Try
we say no!
to
get
there
on
a
rainy
humanity of white Americans.
bitterly opposed super road will have disappeared.
our taxes, seems to be vacant arrested—
day, you'll be surprised.
With faith we shall arise and
Deer Defender:
Naturally, those holding such
be built between 47th and 67th Safe access to the lakefront reel estate to the raiders •M Insurrectionists
have been sub- go.
Please don't buy them. They
In all my life I have never views
have no community
hall.
St. We insist that it should not
dued,
and park interior exists only at city
encOuntered such terrible cir- pride, no interest in doing any- can't move if nobody buys. be built.
Daniel
newly-formed
The
A heavy curfew has been lift- The ancient Sage of wisdom
one mile intervals. The story
cumstances as I did on a trip thing' to improve its services, Don' do them a favor by buyChicagoans have lost untold is almost equally dismal in the Burnham Committee is fight- ed—
ing.
down South.
cries—
because that would be aiding
remains
of
save
what
to
hundreds
of
ing
acres
of
lakefront
Side
The "Angel City" is no longer A friend loves and serves
once-great North and West
I saw little children whipped itnd abetting "segregation" and Let's break this pattern of
hard-earned,
paid-for
Chicago's
park
in
the
past
decade.
On
the
Parks.
confused,
aid accused of begging for the maintenance of the "ghet- taking over their old leavings.
he dies.
You know we did this all the South Side, we have already lost There is a shameful record lakefront parks. We ask all
food from patrons, when what to."
by
A brother alone is born for adfight
join
the
Chicagoans
to
over
two
MILES
of
Burnham
our
of
way
neglect
to 87th street and beyond.
of plunder and
really happened was that the They oppose any race project
versity—
Park to McCormick Place, to great inheritance of open space protesting to Mayor Daley. Dr. Martin Luther King,
people (my son and I) offered inside or outside the Negro Let's put our foot down now.
In God man has true security.
vast stretches of parking lots,:and beauty. Chicago now ranks Please write him—a post card
Signed:
has prayed—
the food to the children for section for the same reason.
ONE MORE BOYCOTT and to a new-abuilding huge in- almost at the bottom (44th) of will do—tell him you oppose Over the worst riot of this dectheir lunch.
Everything has to be IntegraWe are not a fair weather orthe nation's 50 largest cities in the building of a super road ade,
Most people up here don't ted or it is taboo.
ganization—
from 47th to 67th Sts.
Surveyed the havoc created by
park space per ciizen.
believe such things happen in In this way, they Paralyze
Nor are we born to placid resigWilliam E. Erickson
man—
We cannot lose more, no mata country like ours. They say Negro initiative and resourceVice-Chairman
And offered a reconstruction nation,
ter what the excuse.
it isn't possible, but I feel this fulness, casting the role of one
We were conceived in danger.
plan.
country is the most notorious of that is incapable of producing
ous soil—
any for mistreating underprivi- anything for the advancement
We have grown through rugAmerica"
The
"Voice
of
has
Dear Defender:
inherently inferior, you still
of society.
leged people.
gedness and toil.
made it plain—
Never before have I seen or At the same time, it creates I have spent some time in pepetuate the system of inferior
Where
there's
progress
there
other
summer,
Chicago this
ked to so many scared peo- the impression among
as a education.
We must go if trains follow tho
is always pain,
racial groups that the Negro tourist. As a teacher in the I have
as I did in the South.
rails—
seen many interested
prepare
New
Haven,
Conn.
public
to
the
school
It's a shame so many people waits for them
people from the community Dear Defender:
thoughtful That brotherhood must ever So long as buses fake the westand
President
The
step
in
system
and
a
citizen
of
the
he
can
so
that
banquet
do not want to see beyond the
ward trails.
continually protest this unbeSo the die is cast! America Americans alike seem to real- increase—
United States, I am appalled
color of another person's skin. and enjoy it.
lievable situation, but I have
following a suicidal America still leads the way to While jets take flight through
are
which
we
war
ize
all-out
an
to
risk
with
the
is
is
from
school
situation
that
above
time
my
of
the
Most
that
the
by
I hope
the air,
seen no stir from either Mayor may mean the expenditure of course in Viet Nam. Yet the
peace.
son grows up, he will not be Manning Johnson's book "Color, exist in your city .
We must go in faith and ears
Daley or superintendent Ben- millions of young lives in nation seems paralyzed. Why Shall "Progressives" retreat
Common The first blatant disgrace is
and
like most whites, I do not toler- Communism
nest prayer
jamin C. Willis.
Southeast Asia, which may this headlong rush into eter- and turn back?
the school building itself. While
Sense."
ate prejudice in my home.
cowardly L. Vencheal Booth,
messengers
rightfully
discontented mean the interlocking of the nity? Could it be that the ad- Shall
Southside, I saw entire schools If
Robert C. Baker
It is my sincere belief that
Executive Secretary of
people cannot through protest great nuclear powers, and the ministration is afraid of public start to unpack?
made of mobile units.
Route 1 Box 1084)
prayer, not riots, will put an
PNBC
Eads, Tenn.
Do you in the 1965 really and pressure evolve change, end of civilization as we know opinion-afraid that the Ameri- We say no, a thousand times
end to our problems.
can public will not take a strateach classes in those mobile what can? Will I have to read it.
MRS. R. F. ADAMEC
units? Where are your school about more riots in Chicago Why? Because our honor Is tegic withdrawal? Afraid that
playgrounds, gymnasiums and before there is any progress? at stake? Aren't we simplify- Dirkson will have to haul
Finally, I must ask what is ing things a bit? We could sim- down his stone age flag and
ibraries?
The second disturbing aspect your city doing to help create plify the situation just as easi- wake up in the atomic age?
There is one course left
's the defect* segregation that the "Great Society"?
ly by stating that the struggle
in Viet Nam is an internal open. It has been hinted at by
exist in your city schools. After
should be run as the law says,
revolution and we are not sav- many observers, If our true Dear Defender;
he Supreme Court ruled in
ing our honor, but interfering purpose in Viet Nam is to help Your July 24 article "Rights by the people who live in the
954 that segregated schools are
Defender:
Dear
the Vietnamese and not to save Ranger Raps TWO" reads like area.
in a family quarrel.
I just finished reading quesAre we fighting because we our own necks, we must find nit-picking to me. I don't think
And for Stonewall's remarks
tions that were put to judges of Dear Defender:
think we can convince the Vie some way to impress our sin- Stonewall's opinion of the
and layman
e family court by'a columnist, Every minister
Cong to give up the struggle? cerity upon those concerned Woodlawn Organization is head- branding Rev. Stevenson and
Dear Defender:
thank
the
should
in
our
city
the causes of juvenile delinline material.
members of The Woodlawn OrThose who think that the new Do we actually think force or and upon the world.
Chicago Daily Defender for the
ency.
voting rights law will result in military might exerted from I It has been hinted that the I suspect he made the head- ganization a bunch of Uncle
rights
civil
given
the
coverage
Any person with a little coma million more Negro voters without will ever stop revolu- Viet Cone are ready to nego- line in the CHICAGO DAILY Toms.
mon sense knows that the real merch held here. The publisher,
underestimate the power of en- tionists who consider that they tiate on condition that we DEFENDER because he at- If Rev. Stevenson is an Unonly
Sengstacke,
not
H.
John
cause of Juvenile delinquency
trenched
privilege in the South. are fighting for the unification withdraw. We might offer to tacked TWO after Rev. Lyn- cle Tom, then God give us
the
covering
reporters
had
is delinquent parents. There
The rich will continue to use of their country? Did such out- strategically withdraw until or- ward Stevenson called Mayor more.
there
himbut
he
was
event,
but
in
may be other causes,
F. J. JOHNSON
economic intimidation and the side pressure stop the Amen- der can be established, offer Daley a liar. Your rights ranthe majority of cases, the self to see that it was covered
to sit down at the conference ger headline is a feeble attempt
poor whites will threaten phy- can revolutionists in 1776?
accurately.
home.
trouble starts in the
sical violence to keep the Ne- Our President, evidently sees table with both North and South to discredit The Woodlawn OrHe and I walked together,
One judge said she would
the rule of international law is Viet Nam; and perhaps accept ganization in the eyes of the YOUTH'S RACE
gro from the polls.
march,
and
his
In
front
of
the
punishparents
the
like to see
Important, or he would never a coalition government includ- Negro.
right.
Voting
is
more
than
a
concern was to try and
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (NPI)
ed ,or given psychiatric exami- main
It is a civic duty. It should be have appointed Justice Arthur ing both South and North Viet- Your attempt to use Stone- — A week long parley on
nations. If this was done, the avoid disorder. I am one w ho
namese.
made compulsory as it is in Goldberg to succeed Adtai Stepeople of all races
wall's remarks to start a fight youtn's role in race relations
courts and juvenile homes feels that
many other countries. If every- venson. Likewise, many Amen- Must we look hack to this between civil rights organiza- was held here with some 150
should support the
Would not he over crowded. In Chicago
one over 21 years old was re- cans after two wars have been time in history as President tions won't work. Negroes in high school and college stuDefender.
ailcago
Daily
In my younger days mothers
quired to vote, we would have,forced to admit that military Kennedy looked back at the Chicago have been kicked in dents participating.
covered
and fathers knew that all their Other newspapers
might as we a r e using it in Bay of Pigs fiasco and asked:
true democracy.
feel
that
march,
but
I
the
the
the face too many times.
Among youth activities were
children didn't have the same
ln<reoced knowledge el foreign
If the federal government Viet Nam never settled any- How could anyone ever believe
most
accurthe
gave
Defender
personality, and handled each
The difference between Rev. tutoring disadvantaged pupils,
longuog• and culture will lend Is
has power to draft citizens for thing. Everyone knows that if it would work? How can any
all.
of
account
ate
Stonewall is launching educational and voter
bile differently. Today, most
improved rotations and understand.
the armed forces, it certainly we fight one year — or ten one in his rightve Stevenson and
willing to let' drives, taking surveys, providthat
Stonewall
is
settle
anything
by
parents don't stay home long Thank you Mr. Seng.stacke, ing in the world.
that
we
can
to
still
have
will
sears
—
we
should have the power to remachine run the pov-,ing a forum for dialogue among
the
city
as
we
are
fighting
enough to give children the we are with you.
such
war
a
conference
tathe
sit
down
at
quire all citizens to vote.
erty program, while Rev. ste•I races and performing comtraining they need at an early Rev. William L. Lambert
14;1104 Educel,on Attociollow
Ale and decide by mutual cos- in Viet Nam?
GEORGE KORB
Great Mt. Hope
LAWSON
venson thinks the program munity serving tests.
VIRGINIA
age.
cessions.
Boston,
Mass.
Baptist Church
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
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Action In Viet Nam
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'BEST BAND IN THE LAND' — The Manassas High
school band took top honors in the parade for bands and
its majorettes w.ere judged tops in the annual parade during the Elks Convention in Philadelphia, and the entire
group is pictured here in Washington on the western side

of the capitol after the group gave a concert on the steps.
Seen at left are Neal Harris, drum major; Jesse Butler,
the student director; Mrs. Minnie Anderson, chaperone;
Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, secretary to Congressman George W.

Grider and former member of the Manassas High school
faculty; Miss Rose Caviness, majorette coach and chapter
one; and Miss Lynn Ulen, daughter of Miss Ulen and 1965
graduate of Manassas. Seen at extreme right is Emerson

Able. Jr., director of the championship band. Some $8,000 :lb
was raised by alumni of the school and other interested
Elks and citizens in order to transport the band to Phila•••
Rao
iielphia for the meeting.

Miss Rhea Levi Bride
tVlite)Wsese
Bryant
tendan

Of Dr. John Williams
Dr. John D. Williams claim-'Clifford Levi, the bride's broed the hand of Miss Rhea Levilther of Alaska, and Eugene
in a ceremony held recently in!Stirrup, New York City.
the Church of the Resurrectionj Little Misses Denise Graves
in East Elmhurst in Queens, and Kyla McDaniel were thej
New York.
!flower girls. The ringbearer
The bride is the daughter of iwas Lloyd Wiltshere.
John,
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
A reception was held followLevi of New York. Dr. Williams ing the wedding in the Terrace
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.Illoom of the Travelers hotel.
J. D. Williams 01 1947 Quinn in GUESTS
Memphis.
Out-of-town guests present
Father Wright of the Resurfor the wedding were the
,rection officiated. The bride's
I groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
,father gave her away.
his two sisters, Mrs.
Dressed in white, the brideIWilliams;
M onice Williams McDaniel of
J Jee was enchanting in her peau d e
,
Miss Myrna Wiland
Chicago.
soie gown with fitted bodice,
hams, Memphis; Melvin Levi,
round neck and three-quarter
Bridgetown. N' Y • Miss Hyalength sleeves. The full, floorcinth Wilshire, Toronto, Canada;
length skirt, as well as the fan '
Earl Miller, Los Angeles and
train, was scattered with flow- ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hertz,
er-shaped clusters of pearls.
Schenectady, N. Y.
She was crowned by a veil of
Also Mrs. Hilda Woodyear,
illusion.
Miss Delphine Woodyear and
BRIDESMAIDS
Miss Hollie Levi, of New Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Hill, St.
York City sister of the bride.!Albany, Leng Island, N. Y.,
was the maid of honor. Her and Miss Julia Lane, Memphis.
other attendants were Misses The couple went for their
Chloe Avina, of Los Angeles; honeymoon to upstate New
and Yvonne Alexander, of Buf- York. They are to make their
,home in Los Angeles, where Dr.
tab, N.Y.
bridegroom Williams is a dentist and Mrs.
Attending the
were Leonard Davis, Detroit; Williams a registered nurse.

Mrs. Ervin
MRS. ROBERT G. ATKINS

Robert Atkins Claims
Bride At St. Thomas

Back Home
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Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Harvey and family of 1583 BrookMrs. Annie Ervin, 2447 Cable ins St., were recent visitors to
Hot Springs, Ark.. and among
Avenue, returned recently from
the npaldaacers they visited was the
resort.
, visited her son Eugene Ervin,1 Mr. Harvey is employed at
the DuPont Company, and his
St. Thomas Catholic Church Joyce Collins, cousin of the l ips, Mrs. Mary Robertson, ind .and her granddaughter, Miss wife is a junior at LeMoyne
1
girl.
the
flower
for
recently
bride was
was the setting
1Mrs. Hilda Norris.
College.
•
marriage of Miss Elizabeth Lee Atkins, Jr., brother of Also Mrs. Gloria Davis, Mr.I Joyce A. Ervin, who had reWhile in Hot Springs, the
Ann Hines and Robert Guy At- the groom was best man. 1 and Mrs. J. W. Dickey, Miss turned from Los Angeles visitguests at the
kins — the first nuptial vows Groomsmen were Andrew Cum- li Cora Cleaves. Mrs. Knox Nel.
• Harveys were
to be pledged in the church mings, William Massey, Grant son. Mrs. Kate Tyler, Mrs. K. ing with the former Mempht- McKenzie Hotel.
since St. Augustine Catholic Ward, Jr., Robert Hines, Jr., Baker, Mrs. Ernestine Scott, ans, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil GritChurch moved there.
and Edward Welch.
'Mrs. Frances Davis, Mrs. Or- fin.
Preservers
The bride is the daughter of MOTHERS' ARE
'rellia Boram, Mrs. Lorraine
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hines, Mrs. Hines wore a dress ofjI Chandler, Mrs. Fairy P. Aus- Since her return to Memphis,
AtMr.
484 Williams avenue.
rose peau de soie a matching -tin, Mrs. Willie Richardson, A. Mrs. Ervin has been a guest
kins is the son of Mr. and Mrs. headpiece. Her flowers were'L. Peyton, Mrs. Bobbie Jones,
at a dinner given by Mrs. Wil.
Lee Atkins, Sr., 1984 Frisco.
Miss Marilyn Duncan, Mrs.
wnite carnations.
,
Ervin and friends.
lene
The Rev. Theodore Wieser,,
,
Duncan, Mrs. Royal E.
and
Russell
Florence
OFM, officiated. Music was' Mrs. Atkins' dress was of'- Mary
Mrs.
m, Mrs. Geraldine
She
Cunninghasmith
bone
a
brocade.
wore
aqua
provided by Charles Little orMrs. Gloria Parrish, daughter, Bonnie, also gave a
!head piece and matching gloves.
ganist.
Mrs. Blanche M. Kinney, Mrs. birthday party for Mrs. Ervin's
earnswhite
were
flowers
Her
Given in marriage by her
Evelyn Scott, Mrs. Velma Neison, Tony.
father, the bride carrying a tions.
son and daughter Mrs Mary
followheld
was
reception
A
chrystanthe-,
bouquet of fuji
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Ervin
M
Colli
Smith, Miss Lindas'iis
For a neater, easier job of slicing
mums, wore a gown of white ing the ceremonies in St. and Mrs. Eddie L. Collins,
rs motored here recently from
'Mis'
refrigerator cookies, use a chess*
peau-de-soie over-dress and lace Thomas' dining hall.
hrrs. Florida Toledo, Ohio, to visit Mrs. slicer instead of a knife.
Pat Collins
underdress with wrist-length Assisting at the reception Stockton, Mr'
s. Maurice Becksleeves and a jewel neckline. were Miss Mary Ann Chaney, ley, Mrs Rub
Fuller and Ervin.
An illusion veil fell from her Miss Patricia Mayo, Miss Bev- Mrs Hy
Whittaker.
a
'
pillbox peau de soie headpiece. erly Kirklon, Miss Mae Carolyn
And Miss Ann Bridgeforth,j
Mrs. Lillian Hall Whitmore McCain, Miss Lura Lamar,
Barbara Brown, Isaac
Miss
-,Miss
Charlyne
and
Washington,
was matron of honor. Brides
.Byrd, Miss Janice Frazier, Mrs.
maids were Miss Alene Norris, Miss Barbara Moore.
S.
!D.
Cunningham, Douglass
Miss Marieta Wells. Mrs. Ruth THE GUESTS
Chambers, Mrs. Mary Hines,' Some of the guests present Walker, Mrs. Jean Mason, Miss
were Mrs. Irma L. ivy. Mrs.lAngela Mason. Miss Martha
and Mrs. Annette Caldwell.
G. Henderson, Miss Jacqueline Taylor, Mrs. M, L. Lynom,j
MATRON'S DRESS
The matron of honor wore a Taylor, Miss Ellen Samuels, Miss Rita Banks, Mrs. Alpha! j
floor-length gown of mint green Mrs. Blanche L. Pulliam, mrs.jPointer, Lloyd Brown, Cammie
peau de soie with short sleeves F'orestian Caldwell and daugh.iThomas, Jr., John McCoy, Mrs.
Mary D.
and jewel neckline and match- ter Pamela; Mrs. Aderlia Dan-rdie Moore Mrs.
ing head peice. She wore match- iels, Mrs. Johnetta Childress, King, Miss Darnell Thomas,
ing shoes and carried white car- Mrs. Jean L. Paxton, Willie Miss Patricia Mayo, Rev, and
nations on a white prayer hook. James Hayden, Jr., Mrs. Lu- Mrs. William Smith, Miss Bev;
The bridesmaids wore floor cille Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. erly Kirklon, Mrs. Raychelle L
Murphy.
length gowns of pink peau de Eddie Bryant, Richard H. WI- Carhee, and Rev. J. W.
sole with short sleeve3 and hams, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. MORE GUESTS
jewel necklines with matching Horace F. Simmons and son Others were Mrs. Willie
headpieces, matching shoes and Horace, Jr., Mrs. Blanche Me-.Wunsch, Mrs. Ann F. Benson
carried bouquets of white Car- Claran. Mrs. Hazel Ann Hay- and Antonio, Miss Charlyne
nations. Matron of honor and den, Mr. and Mrs. R. Owens, Washington, M r s . Rosalind
bridesmaids wore white six-!Mrs. Princetta Hall, Mrs. Wilmajllayes, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
;Campbell, Mrs. Sterling Phil-'Samuels, Mrs. Ethel M. Jones,
teen button gloves.
!Mr. and Mrs. George D. Clark,
Charles Clay, Miss Shirley
Holt, Miss Jacqueline Mitchell.
Mrs. Lena C. Lamar, Mrs. Hallie Collins, Mrs. Corrine Bias'
don, Miss Ruth P. Waller, Mr
and Mrs. Percy Edwards of St
Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wallace and .1immie, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Collins, Mrs. Mildred Locke, Mrs. Louise Frazier, Mrs. Leslie Alexander,
John McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Frank, Hines, Rev. F. G
Lewis, Mrs. Margaret Guy, and
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Exon of
Mrs. Irene !mein Licensed PracTHE NEW QUEEN
St. Louis.
tical Nurse at the Tribes' Children's Hospital was the winner
The bride is a teacher at
of the INS I,PN Queen Contest which was held recently.
Father Bertrand High School
She was crowned by the 11164 Queen, Mrs. Mettle Render
employed
and Mr. Atkins is
aboard the Memphis Queen. First alternate was Mrs.
482 5. Perkins Ext.
mission They will live in CatJulia Newborne of E. H. Crump Hospital, and second
Corn
Guidance
Youth
the
with
Memphis, Tenn.
alternate was Mrs. Ida Jean Nelson of Gailor Clinic.
tulle Heights.
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Makes your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 682-1653- Mr. Pfund
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Family Visits
Hot Springs

:Ind Mrs. Elijah Moore
church's dining hall. Assisting
were Miss Bessie McNeal, Mrs.
Mary Murrell, Mrs. Dora McDavid,' Mrs. Frances Flagg,
Miss Juanita Johnson, Mrs.
Willie M. Alexander, Mrs;
Darrel Stanton, son of Minister Sarah McNeal and Miss MeV.
and Mts. Edward Stanton was vina Conner.
The bride is an advarthC
ring-bearer.
senior at LeMoyne College. Wt'
GROOMSMEN
Price Phelt of Chicago was Moore is a teacher in the Chibest man. Groomsmen were cago City School System. Aft*?
George Wilson, Isaac Hines, a short wedding trip to Chicago,
Adams Peete, Frank Maytin the bride will return to Mnand A Sherman; all of Chi- phis to complete courses at LeMoyne. Afterwards, the couple
cago.
A reception m as held in the will live in Chicago.

Claudine Adams Bride
Of Elijah Moore, III
Miss Claudine Elsie Adams
and Elijah Moore, Ill recited
their marriage vows recently
at the Temple Church of God
in Christ, 672 South Lauderdale.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Adams, Sr.,
1984 Dunn Avenue. Ile is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Moore, II. of Chicago.
The Elder Alvin Williams
officiated, assisted by Elder
Thomas Terrell. Mrs. Lee Ella
Patterson Smith was organist
and Jospeh Jackson, vocalist.
The bride was given in marriage by her father. Her gown
was of white peau de soie and!
cotillion lace. The lace bodicej
had a high neckline and wristlength sleeves. The bell-shaped!
skirt swept into a chapel train. 1
A tiara of pearls held the:
bride's illusion veil. She carried
a white orchid surrounded will.
tuberoses.
BRIDESMAIDS
Mrs. Carla Adams Starks,
sister of the bride, was matron
of honor. Bridesmaids were
Miss Aline Norris, Miss Claudette Hunt, Miss Martha Jimrnerson, Miss Ida J. Smith and
Miss Minnie Lee Taylor.
The matron of honor's gown
was of white peau de soie. The
bodice had a 'nigh neckline and
the skirt had an empire line
Her headpiece was of white
peau de soie and she carried
white carnations.
The bridesmaids wore rose
flame empire-line short sleeve
,Mpeso de sole dresses. TN.'
ice had a high neckline. Their
headpieces complemented their
dresses. They carried rust-rose
carnations.
Flower girls were Melody
Jan Cogar, daughter of Mrs. Jo
Terrell Cogar, and Kim Brilean Hennings, daughter of
Mrs. Jennie Marie Hennings.
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ACADEMY OF DANCE

BALLET-TAP-MODERN-MODERN. JAll
Teach your child grace and poise in our
fully equipped studio
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Call MISS JOHNETTA THOMAS
1578 Noy Rd.
Calcy Village Center

PHONE

323-9308

Y. Jr

TURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1965

Exclusive Millinery & Accessories

.ON ALL HUMAN HAIR
WIGS - MACHINE & HAND MADE

VOWS EXCHANGED — Collins Chapel CME church was
the scene of the wedding of Mrs. Jimmie McCulley to Eddie
Bryant recently, and here the couple is seen with their attendants and the pastor. From left are Warren Garner,

best man; Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bryant, Mrs. Fannie
Thomas. matron of honor, and the pastor, Her. William
Smith, who performed the ceremony. Iltlakeley Photo)

Values Good thru
Sept. 13, 1965

Mrs. Jimmie McCulley Wed At Collins Chapel
VOWS EXCHANGED
ihospitality of the couple were berta Cox.
Hosea Sullies, Mr. and Mrs. L.
On. Sunday, August 22, Eddie Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas, Also Mrs. Ella McDonald, T. Turner Allen and Allyn°,
Bryant and Mrs. Jimmie Mc- Warren Garner, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Horton, Willie Storey, Mr.
Mrs. Selma Giles, Mr. and Mrs.
Cullgy exchanged nuptial vows Henry Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Tommie Wade, Mrs Joseph Trotter, Mrs. Lucille
at Collins Chapel CME church Marion Bryant, Curtis Thomp- Edith Willis. Miss Edwnor E.
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
with_ the pastor, Rev. William son and Waddell Thompson, all Porter, Mrs. Hattie Denard kovings.
'
Smitti, officiating.
Agnes
Nesbitt, Miss.
Ft. Smith, Ark.; Mrs.
MTN. Fannie Mae Thomas
Others were Mr. and Mrs.'Carter, Chicago: Mrs. Katie And Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Warren Garner were the Clarence Blakeley, Mrs. Laura Gaines, Mrs. Lydia Garey, Mrs. Esom, Mrs. Barnetta Norwood,
.attendants of the couple. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William Mannie Cleaves, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith, Will Gossett and
Sqpres of neighbors and Jones, Mr. and Mrs. George w. J. Hayden and daughter;'others who dropped in to wish
frieillis witnessed the cere- Stuckley, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mrs. Annie Mae Boyd and Mr. the couple a successful marriage.
mony, and lovely reception fol- Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Howard and Mrs. Robert Mitchell.
lowed in the home of the couple Jackson, Jr., Rev. William And William Walton, Mrs, I Mr. and Mrs. Bryant are
on Olankler St.
Smith, Alex Rankins, Mrs. James Baker, Mrs. Jennie home to friends at 491 Glankler
Among those enjoying the Elease Owens, and Mrs. Lu. O'Neil, Mrs. Georgia Pierce, st.

a complete selections of colors

lik:

The adventurous warnan want o w ay
to create a new mood - a new p•rson•
olity in seconds, our luxurious 100%
Human Hair WIGS will give you pure
pleasure of being pampered. L•t our
wig consultant show you what wonder.
ful thin gs a wig con do for your. Choose
from a complete color selection.

New Englanders Tell
Abuse In Mississippi

DENISON, Tex. — (UPI) —
Riots across the United States
stern from an American deteriPHILADELPHIA, M i s s. — surcd no
school English leacher but his oration of respect of moral
(UPI) — A Massachusetts legis- the pair.
Johnson's office declined corn- wife said in Boston he was "not law, former president Dwight
lator and his companion, jailed
D. Eisenhower said in the
during an attempt to observe ment but there was an uncon-Iteaching now."
town of his birth.
Negro voter registration, said firmed report Johnson discuss
Eisenhower, ignoring a conthey were subjected to verbal ed the matter with local authorFaith Vote For
ities here.
troversy over what public
abuse by a deputy sheriff.
building was to be named in
"He said we were dirtier than
his honor, spoke in the recentroes," said Rep. Dave N
ly renamed "Dwight D. Eisenneault, 28, of Springfield.
DETROIT — l'JP11 — The' hower Auditorium" of Denison
Mass.
Council of International In- High School. The school board
Vigneault and James Donohad planned to rename the en.
van, 29, of Boston, were releasvestigators, meeting in its 11th
tire school in Eisenhower's honed after pleading Nolo Conten•
annual convention here, un- or, but alumni raised a fuss.
dre (no contest) to charges of
animously approved a vote of "The thing that bothers me
disturbing the peace and disoconfidence in Los Angeles Po- more than anything else is.
beying an officer. They were
lice Chief William Parker and the steady deterioration in refined $30 each.
spect, first, for moral law, and
his department.
Vigneault, who drove to Jack•
second, for legal law," Eisenson.-,following his release, de
The commendation credited,hower said after a brief cerescribed the episode as "frightParker with "maintaining the' mony changing the name of
ening- and told newsmen he
highest standards of law and the auditorium.
anctrDonovan plan to return to
order during the recent crisis Ile said "all of us," not just
Magachuetts shortly.
in Los Angeles."
the minorities, are to blame.
"We weren't going to stay
Parker has been criticized
Constitutional guarantees of
much longer anyway," he said,
by Negro groups in connection equal rights do not mean an
"but this certainly precipitated
with police action during the American may trample on the
our leaving earlier than we'd
riots in Los Angeles.
rights of others, he said. Eisenintended."
Again, a man with 4 depend- hower, who made a sentimenThe two young men, both
REP. DAVE VIGNEAULT ents was previously entitled to tal visit to the little white house
the maximum of'$59 a week if in which he was born, got loud
white, said they arrived in the
he earned at least $1,508 durstate last week to assist in civil
Vigneault said the conditions ing his high quarter. The same cheers when he said he is
rights activities and drove to he found in Philadelphia were
quite sure "the Supreme Court
man with similar earning toadelphia Monday to work ' deplorable.
is not going to find unconstituday
will
also
be
entitled
to
beneNegro voter registration.
tional the Declaration of Inde.I frankly was shook tip by
..,igneault said they went to the terror and fear I found fits of $59 a week. In order to pendence."
qualify
for
the
new
maximum
the,,courthouse to observe Neof $70 a week, he would have
groes registering but were told
to have earned at least $1,794 the Advancement of Colored
to leave by Circuit Clerk T. A.
during his high quarter, Bern- People here, Sept. 1142, will be
F:nsing. He said they were bodkicked off the night before
Stein declared.
ily shoved out of the office and
with a public reception honorarrested a few moments later
ing the National Board of Direcby Sheriff's Deputy Cecil Price.
tors and Executive Director
A spokesman at the sheriff's
Roy Wilkins at 7:30 P.M., in
office accused them of causing
the Louis Richard Hall Audia slisturbance by "loud talking"
torium located in the A. G.
argi of disobeying orders to deGaston Building.
pt.
The announcement was made
Vigneault said they were not
by Dr. John W. Nixon, presiphysically mistreated at the jail
dent
of
the
Birmingham
bil$ were verbally abused by
NAACP Branch which is sponPeke, one of 18 white men acBIRMINGHAM—The special soring the reception. Dr. Nixon
cused in the slaying of three
weekend "little convention" is also Alabama State NAAC:
civil rights workers near here
of the National Association for president.
last year.
He said during their eight
hours in jail, he and Donovan
t remembering the three inationists who were arrested
ow in 1964 and later .found
JAMES M. DONOVAN
slain. "We were wondering if said. "I feel it is atrocious."
wS' were in the same cell they'd
Vigneault, who will soon be
ben in," he said.
A federal judge dismissed an 29 years old, said he hoped to
indictment accusing Price and be home by his birthday. A
the other 17 whites of actually Democrat, he is in his third
,
pkotting the triple-slaying, but term in the Massachusetts
.
thi group still faces trial on House after first being elected
lesser charges of violating the in 1962 when he was 24 and a
sophomore at the University of
' • vtims' civil rights.
Sheriff Lawrence Rainey, who Massachusetts.
.
'
was charged in the 1964 case,
•
wis at the jail when Vigneault
add Donovan were freed but
toiik no part in the actual arrlit„
:The two men were questioned
FBI agents after the incident, which brought a speedy
as crisp as
phone call from Gov. John A.
V lpe of Massachusetts. Volpe
he telephoned Mississir
0(1,
N 1 C
(
.q. Paul Johnson and was

li
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A complete line: all prices for the Junior
Miss, who's going bock to school, or the
every occasion lady. corn*" in today, and
and see these bogs.

$3.00 s. up

We hove a complete line of Flattering New Fall Hots,
for oil accessions, millinery name hr and hots, all
prices. The widest in selective colors and materials
and hats for fall.
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Oilbey's famous frosty bottle pours a martini
a cold snap

'Lusterelin' Pearls Costume Jewelry, Natural Life Lik• Look
Starting From $1.00 up

Gloves To Match Any Outfit
Starting At $1"
Plain Seamless Hose 2 Pr. 88'
USE YOUR
CHARGE or CONVENIENT LAYAWAY

a
DEFENDER

Once Upon A Time I Was A Baby.
Now I am a healthy,growing Boy.
r I am growing with Chicago.
I am the fastest growing Daily
Newspaper in Chicago.
In Five Years, my Daily Circulation
Has Jumped

93.0%*
*Certified by The Audit Bureau of Circulation
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Do what others are doing each day
4
Make the...
Daily Defender your Daily Habit.

X

M
M

1960

Not only is
the Chicago Daily Defender
circulation up 93.0% over 1960
But a solid, thumping 43.25%
is home delivered every morning
to your door.
•
In the last two years
we recorded a net gain
of 14,581 copies per day.
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)__ LAE
EUREKA! I'VE INVENTED
A CuRE FOR EVERY
KNOWN DISEASE!

WHY?
WELL,SACK
TO THE LAE,- Y'OU vE JUST
INVENTED
GOT ANORE
wORK TO DO A CURE FOR
EvERY KNOWN
DISEASE!

una

wEIRE IN A. PARKING
POSITION IN TIME-LAPSE
THE COMPUTERS
wiLL K6EP
THERE

ELISE HAS PUT
HIM IN ONE OF-

?OUR wARomooms,
SHE'S A NURSE,
-you KNow!

IT WILL. WEAt OFF IN
TIME. HE HAD AN EXTRAHEAVY CHARGE OF THE
RAY I. ITS A wON DER
S. HE'S

wELL., HAVE WHAT
CAME APTER,.
SE HEADING SAcK
sTATEs,,WHERE
To TI
CouLP t ['ADP YOU
PEOPLE;

YES, WHAT ABOUT SILVERWE HAVE A
SCORE TO SETTLE WITH
Him VOL/ WON'T DROP
ANYWHERE

PR.so
No! 'YOU
CAN'T
7NgEATEN
8Riog

HE HAS UTTERLY
HEAPS Or HIDDEN
TALENTS!'GUESS
WHAT HE'D LOVE
To ec!

C

AND WI-IE mff DOVow
WANT YouRs IN -s

THEQE'S A
GOOD PROGRAM
ON -

/

PRONTO?
THE --el

PHONE

SECRE-T AGENT X9
ERNS THAT HAND
OJT SLOWLY- AND
EMPTY, ANTARES.

HE WAS EONS 70 ADO ANOTHER.
'
\
ROLL TO HIS COLLECTION. TNG
PICKUP IS SET FOR AN HOUR
FROM NOW. I'LL.
SHOW YOU.'

HE 700K THE MICRoPILA
FROM THE WONG PLACE,
PHIL -I KNOW NE HAS
tr-5O4lES10-16/za!

HERE AT THE BALL PARK
ITS CALLER AN ERROR,
AND YOUtZe CAUGHT- OFF
BASE WITH THE MATCHES
LOADED!

Satet at[peal
,
ED Katya is Failled„,,

promise

HER viNoLE FAmILYIS
BUT wEVE
TOSETNER FVROODD GOT To SPLiT
NOW, DEW.'
NIL/THERE:5'
AN URGENT CALL.
FOR YOU AT

HEAtxuARTEa6'

BOTH MEN KNOW THAT BEN'S LEGS
ARE NOT RESPONDING WELL „, AND
THAT THE WHOLE SUCCESS OF HIS RETURJJ
TO THE RING DEPENDS ON THEM I

THE
,
CRAZIEST'
REsTRuNT
I. HAS EVER
SEED! ,

AND EACH EVENING THE SAME SILENT
OLD MAN 57-ANDS IN THE CLEARING
CLOSE TO THE FIGHTER'S CABIN,AND
STARES„,

NOT SO STRANGE
\(
Mow Me vow!?!
ON MARS TREES ARE
I SURE HOPES THEY
INTELLIGENT CREATURES...
DoN'T
ASK US TO
TREE' FEED THRouGH
]
.;
DINNER!
THEIR RoCTS,50 HERS
THEY EAT OUT OF
FLOWERPOTS!

EACH MORNING BEN AND SF1DER
HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAIN AND cuma,„
UNTIL UTTER ExHAus-noN SETS IN.,.

AND BEN SAYS„,"I CUMB
THAT PESKy OW MOUNTAIN EVERY DAY UNTIL.
I'VE LEARNED TO LOATHE EVERY ROCK AND
Riff ON

THIS FIGHT WILL DEPEND ON THE
CONDITION DPW(LEGS, WHICH
MAY EXPLAIN WHY I REPEAT THIS
UNPLEASANT STINT TIME AFTER

DOES BEN MEAN IF
HIS LEGS DON'T GET
INTO SHAPE-HE'LL
,..HE'LL Lo5E?

IT-AN-A/Qui...0 BE
BETTER IF HIS LEGS„..
,
WERE STURDY, \
ANDY,
-

I CAN'T REMEMBER IT SO)
WE'LL FORGET IT FOR
NOW.. UT RE hir.MBR)
__
YOU oWE
A
FAvOsz:

ARF: ARP! ALL OF THEM
EARTH SCIENTISTS WOULD
SURE BE SUSPRITED To
KNOW THE MARTIANS EAT
OUT OF FLOWERPOT'S!

THAT'S NOWAY TO
SPEAK ABOUT MY WIFE'S
COOKING!

'IAA 'SURE HAS ToSE)
BE
CAREFUL WHAT YA
TO THESE MARTIANS!

I'LL MAIL IT1/9
YOU.. YOVI:M
A GOOD
WAITER,

ARE.NI r
you

•
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Golfing With Lil

HOGUE & KNOTT

By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
Consider Pleas Jones and Sally Rogers as winners of each
Scotch Foursome this summer played by the Sam Qualls Golf
club. They won the first and they won the last on Sunday at
the Riverside golf course.
Second place winners were Dollar Sanders and Louise
Walker; third Bubba Jeter and Lillian Cook.
Other players were Willie Hill and Althea Pyles, Paul
Nichols and Lillian Wolfe, Melvin Davis and Florence Scott,
Duke Turner and Lueverne Wilson, Mickey Reynold and Maridelle Meek, Aubrey Pierce and Shelia Sherrod.
In the Calcutta division of the tournment first place winner was Mason West; second, Bridges Pyles, and third Wade
Scott.
Other players were Robert Crawford Sr., Benjamin Scales,
Thomas Roach and Banks Glover.
This tournment is planned again Sunday September 26 at
3 p.m. All golfers are invited.
Fuller Golf Course is at its peak in beauty, You will miss
a treat by not seeing it now from tee to green.

RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY

$30,000 Goal Set For
Kefauver Scholarships

3.5t

One Way

6CaBrot otnle
COLA
DOUBLE
Big 12 0i.

No Deposit

4

A West Tennessee Committee meeting held here at Univers,I
has launched an Estes Kefauver Life Insurance company.
Memorial Scholarship Fund for The goal for West Tennessee
Lane College in Jackson and
LeMoyne College and Owen is $30,000.
junior colleges in Memphis.
Edmund Orgill and A. Maceo EAST LANSING, Mich. —
Walker are co-chairing the drive (UPI) — Payton Fuller, Michi'n the Memphis area, and Dr. gan State's AU-American soccer
W. R. Bell is head of the camplayer, compiled straight "A"
paign in Jackson.
The Rev. D. S. Cunningham grades in mechanical engineerand the Rev. S. A. Owens of ing during the entire 1964-65
Memphis and Dr. Bell are the academic year.
overall chairmen for West TenThe
BOSTON (UPI) —
nessee.
Members of the Memphis Boston Bruins will open their
fund-raising committee are Dr. 1965-66 National Hockey League
Leland Atkins, Edwin Dalstrom, season at home against the
R. S. Lewis Jr., Squire H. T. Chicago, Black Hawks, Oct. 24,
Lockard, Dr. T. W. Northcross, and then will host Toronto and
B. G. Olive Jr., Dr. Alvin K. New York before making their
first road trip.
Smith and Jesse II. Turner.
About $3,000 was pledged over The schedule, shows the
a three-year period by commit- Bruins will play 17 of their 35
tee members at the kick-off home games on Sunday nights.

-400.

THE NEW CHAMPION — Father and son
faced each other recently for the first time
in the history of the I,incoln Park Men's
Tennis Tournament, and Frank Lewis, Jr.,
16, debuted his father, Frank Lewis, Sr.,

right, 6-4, 5-7, and 7-5 On the finals. Frank
Jr. defeated Antony Katoe, last year's
champion, 5-7, 6-4 and 6-1 in the semi-fhsal
match, while Frank Sr. topped last year's
runner-up, Ron Hughes 6-0, 6-0.

—Mew"

Note Book Paper

654
394

500 Sheets
300 Sheets

6
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Gladiola

BISCUITS
Mortons Fruit

PIES

Best... and next best!

Apple, Peach, or Cherry

The best car you can buy today is a new 1965 Cadillac. The second best is a
late model, previously owned Cadillac. In your authorized
dealer's current selection you're sure to find one in your price range.

25c ea. or
5 For $1"
Betty Crocker

Choclate Cake Mix

Surveys of automobile popularity have for many years revealed
that people consider Cadillac to be the finest car in the world.
This is, we think, as it should he— for no other automobile offers
such a splendid combination of beauty, luxury, smoothness of
ride, brilliant performance and superb handling. The most magnificent interpretation of these unique qualities is, of course, the
1965 Cadillac. But, if you are not yet ready for a new Cadillac,

Aft
Box

5)

•Mo Stamptl
•No Forced
Parchases.
t
11M.H
r^

973 So. Third
at Walker
1318 Hollywood
at Chelsea
4321 Summer At,.
3362 Somme;
at National
1578 Lamar Ave

HOGUE &KNOTT
von

the
the i

•6(

Standard of the World

Ct

3511 Park at Highlan(

•fii) Comports\

remember that Cadillac cars, regardless of age or prior service,
represent a truly outstanding and lasting value. And many late
model Cadillacs offer equipment and conveniences still not to
be found in many other new cars. See your authorized Cadillac
dealer—the one man who can best satisfy your fine car needs
—and he will do everything possible to make your ownership
of the Standard of the World a richly rewarding experience.
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SEE YOUR AUTIIORIZED CADILLAC DEALER'S FINE SELECTION OF NEV AND USED CADILLACS
'62 CADILLAC
'63 NICK
'40 CADILLAC
'60 CADILLAC
Sedan 5•5111.. Full hewer and
leSabre &door
blue heal sharp,

'45 CADILLAC
4.door sedan, 4)00 Mile', blue
with rnecliing interior. Like new.

'64 CADILLAC
coo., ter miloole.

'63 OLDSMOBILE
ene

Weer.

Full power •nd

'64 CADILLAC
°Odle. Slack with black
isMite interior, MON •cturil
lik• new. full hewer vid

Coupe

•
•

Sail•n 4 window. full power with
mr Clean, one owner.

Starlit., 1 to choose from. full
power and lottery air. Clean and
low mileage.

'S, CADILLAC
Caucus Deilla Full hewer end
Ellr• sharp. It to
acteq
cheese Irons )

Course. Light

'62 BUICK
fletlr• 279. Full powe, and factory •ir. One ow., end real nice.

factory air. Shariti

'61 CADILLAC
60 spocial.'full power with
air. Clean!

d
/Aore

'6S 1-11111D
'63

CADILLAC
Conve,fittl., full pow.,. electric
eye. One ewnel, low Tilellec

Pew*, armoring and bral•r. Pew.
windows and sees. Cruise centre!
rind factory •i• conditioning.
11,000 actual mile,.

sed•n. Full ciewse
•nd airitonditioning, ene owner.
Ektra sharp!
II CADILLAC
Si Special. witil• will; full power
•nd factory air. Clean'

$1
SI
$2
$2
SI

'43 CADILLAC
Coupe Degille, factory or with
lull power Reis cider •nd sera
clean. Priced S. loll.

4

$3113
60 Ober no•dell

All on•lict sod med•l, l• chaste from

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.

-7414tra45lItt
GENERAL IAOTORS

34; UNION • PHONE 526-8207
NEW YORK WORLDS FAIN

A
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Cadets Complete Summer
Training At SAC Base
Two Air Force Reserve Ofti. for appointments as Air Force
cer Training Corps cadets from second lieutenants upon graduBy RUDY CERNKOVIC
tern," he said.
the Memphis area recently L ation and completion of AFThe outlook for 1966 is even completed four weeks of
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
ROTC training.
better
because
two Pittsburgh Air Foice training at the StraSheer raw courage enabled the
farm
clubs
have
won
pennants
iskPittsburgh Pirates to get up off
tegic Air - Command's Altus
Wthe floor and plunge into the in the last few days. The AFB, Okla.
thick of the National League Columbus Jets clinched the InThe cadets are John B Powpennant race, general manager ternational League flag and the ell, son of Mr. and Mrs. ClarSalem club took the rookie Ap- ence Powell of Route 3, MillJoe L. Brown said.
Brown recalled that on May palachian League pennant, ington, and Arthur T. Patter20th the Pirates were in last there's a chance of a third son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
pennant in the Buc farm sysplace with a 9-24 showing.
H. Patterson of 370 Elder Rd.
"But since that time our win- tern with ,Asheville only one
Mr. Powell is a graduate of
game
behind in the class AA
ning percentage has been .620
Woodstock High School and is
Southern
League.
one of the highest in the
The Angels, now in seventh presently a student at 'rennesleagues," Brown said.
place, have been the most WC. see A & •1 State University at
"We must have consistent
cessful of the four teams add- Nashville.
pitching along with hitting to
MITCHELL GRAD
ed to the major leagues in the
keep going. The last ten games 1960s' finishing
A graduate of Mitchell High
third in 1962
of our remaining games at
School, Mr. Patterson is a stuand fifth last year.
home are against the Cubs and
Rigney began his major dent at Memphis State Univerthe Mets, but at that stage of
league manager's career in sity.
the race these teams won't be
The cadets' participation in
1956 with the New York Giants
easy to beat."
and stayed with the club when Air Force flying and support
Brown ascribed much of the it
moved to San Francisco for operations at Altus included
Pirates surge to Harry Walker the 1958 season. The former survival training and an orienwho took over as manager this
Giant infielder was replaced tation flight in a T.33 jet trainisiseason.
was replaced by Tom Sheehan er.
Mr "Walker imparted enthusiasm in June 1960.
The students will Be elegible
and determination to the team,"
Brown said. "He impressed the
players with the necessity for
improvement. He is a completely different manager from
Danny Murtaugh, although his
methods and Danny's if applied
properly could be successful."
"Harry, obviously, made his
dissatisfaction known and s e t
about to improve the t e a m.
The first half of the season
was like a shakedown cruise —
Eugene Romayn Feldman
your persons and in your busi- men like Clay, though a small,:
he got to know his pitchers betness."
vigorous handful were able to I
ter, he helped hitters like RH This is the story of a white
lie Stargell, Gene Alley and Southerner, Cassius M. Clay, He seriously urged all friends keep the state from seceding. l
of freedom to suffer whatever
During the Civil War the
Donn Clendenon."
who worked actively to abolish
privations might be United States worked very
The recovery of Vernon Law's slavery. The present prize fight- economic
He
cause.
ry
for
the
pitchin,g form was no small er derives his name from this
hard to get the larger powers
advised: "Never fear, brave on her side. It was important
factor in the resurgence of the brave abolitionist from Kenat
hearts, oatmeal can be had
not to allow them to fall under
Pirates, Brown noted.
ucky.
Relegated to the voluntary This is the story of a young 20 cents a bushel; they can't' the false influence of the so
us
yet
.
.
.
as
sure
as
called Confederacy. President
retired list in 1963, the right- man who came from a rich starve
hander's future appeared doubt- family and who could have al- God regards the right, Ken- Abraham Lincoln called upon
free."
be
shall
tucky
akful. But he overcame his in- most any top position he wantClay to be ambassador to Rusnudes to • recover the touch ed. Yet he rejected this kind Editor Clay did not think it sia.
celebrate
the
Fourth
which earned him the Cy Young of "success" in favor working proper to
Clay went at once to Wash.
of July. the birthday of free- ington, D. C. to receive his orAward in 1960 with 20 victories or the abolition of slavery.
enjoy
while
dom
some
did
not
and a 2.12 ERA.
This was Cassius M. clay of
ders and instructions for his
Asked to compare the pre- Kentucky whose family was Its benefits. Ile thought it was trip to Moscow. It was while
sent team with his 1960 world one of the wealthiest of the wrong to be happy on the he WaS in Washington that the
champions, Brown reflected for state. Young Clay himself was Fourth while Negroes were in near by city of Baltimore was
slavery. Ile had his own idea cut off from the Union by a
a moment.
sent to Yale where he became
"The '60 team got rolling
about "celebrating" this day. band of rebels.
an ardent abolitionist.
early and the players believed
reconimended:
When he returned to his This is what he
Immediately Clay organized
in themselves all the way,"
home in Lexington, he was of- "Henceforth till the rights of the "Clay Battalion" which
Brown said. "The 1965 team is
vindicated
let
the
fife
men
are
which
positions
several
fered
marched into Baltimore and
now approaching that measure
would lead to fine careers. But be mute, the drum be muffled, preserved order until more Unof spirit and faith."
Clay began to the American Eagle wear ion troops could arrive. He is
young
instead
Brown said he is frequently
vigorous mourning, let Christians pray credited with saving Baltimore
told the Pirates need super work in the small but
abolitionist movement in Ken- that our holy religion be re- for the Union.
stars.
stored to its life giving purity."
"Why Clemente has been a tucky.
The new ambassador won:
Clay not only thought slavery
to
the
Kenwas
elected
He
super star for several seasons,"
was wrong from a moral point the Russian government over'
1835
legislature
in
state
tucky
he said. "Stargell, who has 91
to the Union cause. Russia It
RBI's, is on the verge of that and again in 1837 and 1840. of view but also because he self was at this time experienWhile he was a legislator, he felt it held our country back eIng an important, change. The
status."
economically, lie wrote in his
Brown takes pride in the spoke and wrote against slaveRussian serfs,themselves like
paper the "True American"
home-grown talent of the team. ry. When he ran for office aod slaves. .were being set free I
that
a
free
laborer
was
a
go
"Stargell, Bob Bailey, Bob gain in 1841, he was defeated
Largely because of Clay's InVeale, Bill Mazeroski, La w, because of the insistence of customer in our stores, but a fluence. the Russians not only
never
had
any
slave
money
to
Bob Friend and Joe Gibbon his anti-slavery views.
sided with the Union, but also
As Clay continued in his spend. Here in his convincing sent their warships to San
*came up through our farm sysanti-slavery work he was de- argument as he wrote it in his Francisco in a good-will call.
nounced in the press, from the slavery newspaper:
"Lawyers, merchants, me- This action did much to
pulpit, and even armed gangs
were formed to get him. He chanics, who are your custom- strengthen the position of the
found it necessary to go around ers, Robert Wickliffe's slaves? Union because the slaverineM
armed and thereby insure his How many clients do you find, had sent agents abroad seek-I
how many goods do you sell, ing recognition for their gov-i
freedom of speech.
ATLANTA — The Ford FounBut threats against his life how many coats, saddles, and eminent.
dation has awarded a second made him all the more active trunks do you make for the When Clay returned to the
Non-Western Studies grant to In his cause to free the slaves. 200 slaves? Does Mr. Wickliffe United States, he was appoint-1
Speltnan College in collabora- In the midst of a campaign in lay out as much for himself ed Major General of Volunteers,'
tion with the other institutions Kentucky against him and his and his 200 slaves as 200 free- He refused to enter the field
however as long as the govin the Atlanta University Cen- work he began an anti-slavery men do?"
ter. This grant of $137,000 newspaper.
In 1850 Clay was the anti- ernment refused to free the
marks the initiation of a second The offices of the paper were slavery candidate for governor slaves. Clay acted this ways
phase of Non-Western Studies in Lexington and two cannons in Kentucky. He was defeated only to speed Lincoln's hand
were set in the main rooms for but this defeat only spurred in announcing . the EmancipaProgram.
his onward. He went about to tion Protla rn a tion
The original grant of $200,000 protection.
Clay called him anti-slavery organize more anti-slavery men, Clay too Is one of our nation's
to Spelman in collaboration with
the other institutions in the At- paper, "The True American." and in several years when the forgotten heroes. This is beagainst
he
worked
!ante University Center was and it was devoted to "univer- Republican party was born he;eause
'slavery. If he had donned a
made in 1960, and the first sal liberty." When one of his was one of its founders.
phase of the program extended subscribers was insulted and It was men like Clay who grey uniform and led young
Jeered for taking his paper kept Kentucky in the Union eV- men to their death fighting for
over a three-year period.
en though it was a slave state, the so-called great cause of
The second phase of the Non. Clay wrote:
Western Studies Program will "You will be assaulted and There were many in Kentucky keeping human beings in slaveshut
in on all sides, traduced who thought their state's place ry, he may have been remem,
13e entirely different from the
irst, although Its goal will be in your character, injured in was in the Confederacy but bered.
the same—to broaden curriculum offerings by f u r th e r
strengthening faculty competence in non-Western areas.
The Ford Foundation grant of
$137,000 is to be awarded over
a four-year period to a select
number of Atlanta University
Center faculty members to study
non-Western cultures at major
universities in the United States
for one year. In the summer
following that academic year,
the faculty member will visit
the area of his study.

Cassius Clay, White
Dixie Abolitionist

Spelman College
Research Grant

EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHAI
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strickly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children
In Shoot - Shop Montesi Today

Southern Bell Smoked
or Morrell Fully Cooked

Double Cola
3 CARTONS of 6
16 Oz. Bottles

3
Yellow
ONIONS 3Lbs.190
FOR

$100

Plus Dep.

55'

BUTT PORTION

Per Lb.

SHANK PORTION

Per lb. 43°

DONUTS 1
Pkg. of 12

I

With caupon and 55.00 additional purchase, •ecludino valu• of
coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also •••
cluded In compliance with WM,low). On• coupon per customer.
coupon expires noon Wednesday.September 15

Standard Hand Pack

46

VEGETABLE OIL

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems •
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh You(
—
GotPaymsot
$ 300.00
S1,000.00
51,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00.....
8 4S.50
52,500.00
$ 56.20
$5,000.00
S110.82
4. •

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
e
- *72 MADISON 'f
Dial EA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
torrow•At a Bank"

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, esluding solve of

coupon m•rchandls• ((resh milk products and tobacco also excluded in camphoric* with stale low). One coupon per customer.
:coupon expires noon Wednesday September 15

* Daily Double 1st and 2nd Races

* Quineles Every Race
* Only 10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
* Matinee Every Saturday 1:30 P.M.

Veg. Shortening

SNOWDRIFT
3 Lb. Can
55'

•
1 Pase 16

DEFENDER

'Civil Service Careers
Offered College Grads
Applications are now being 16, 1965. Six additional tests
accepted for the 1966 Federal have been scheduled. The final
Service Entrance Examination, date for applying is April 19,
the 1J.S. Civil Service Corn- 1966.
A limited number of managemision has announced.
The examination, open to col- ment internships with starting
lege seniors and graduates re- salaries of $6,050 and $7,220 a
gardless of major study, as well year will also be filled from
as to persons who have equi- this examination. An additional
valent experience, offers the writtten test is required.
opportunity to begin careers in For management intern pothe Federal service in one of sitions paying $7,220, some adover 290 kinds of positions.
ditional education or experiThe positions are located in ence is required. The closing
various Federal agencies both date for these positions is Jan.
in Washington, D. C. and 19, 1966.
throughout the United States. For further details, interestA few overseas positions will ed persons are directed to Civil
also be filled.
Service Announcement 369.
Depending on the qualifiCa- The announcement may be
lions of the candidates, start- obtained from The Civil Sering salaries for persons appoin- vice Office located at Room
ted from the examination will 306, Main Post Office Building,
be $5,000 and $6,050 a year. A Memphis, Tenn.; college placewritten test is required.
ment offices, Civil Service ReApplicants who file by Sept. gional offices, or from the U.S.
1965,
will
be
15,
scheduled for Civil
Service
Commission,
the first written test on Oct. Washington, D. C., 20415.
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Trenton News

Rites Held In
Detroit For
Leroy Sher rod

Church News
band; Mr. and Mrs. Welvin
The Fifth Sunday Union was Ganaway, and brother, Alvin,
held at the Spring Hill Batist of South Bend, Ind.
church. Rev. J. S. Burris is Mrs. Samella Johnson was
pastor.
here from Iowa last weekend
The church's Missionary So- to visit her brother, 1.. C. Mcciety presented a pageant at Clellan.
the church on last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Pollard
Funeral services for a former evening.
visited her mother and father,
Memphian, Mr. Leroy Sherrod,
Social News
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cox.
from
out-of-town
were held on August 14, in De- Visitors
Miss Missie Hill of Memphis"
last
week
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
troit, Mich. Ile was the son of
Franklin Bailey and family, spent the weekend at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sherrod, and his aunt, Mrs. Viola Hill,
Mrs. J. H. Fermer is back
who resided for a number of from Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. home after a vacation.
Welvin Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. °della Ganaway is back
years at 885 S. Lauderdale.
Bailey,
Kalamazoo, home after a two-week vaca
He attended LaRose Elemen- Excell
Mich.; II. C. Fields and his
tary and Booker T. Washington sister, Miss Leanne Fields, St. On the sick list are James
nigh Schools and served in the Louis; Mr. and Mrs. Otha Beas- Baush, Sr., who had surgery
armee forces for three years ley and family, Los Angeles; last week; Mrs. Minnie Webb
Mrs. Minnie Fay Fry and dau- and Mrs. Kenton. I
in Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. liar
ther, Mrs. Jessie Ganaway,
A few years after his mar- add daughter, Beulah and hus- ris, and Mr. and Mrs. Lemon
Ingram were here from Orville,
riage to the former Miss Emilia
Ohio, as the guests of Mr. and
Jean Brown, they moved to DeMrs. Eurell McMurray recent
troit in July, 1952, where he]
Mrs. Cassie Lanier spent
became a self-emplbyed paint-]
several days recently with her
Ing contractor.
mother, Mrs. L. C. McClellan.
After an illness of a few days OMAIIA, Neb. — (UPI) — The Robert Powell is visiting reand the doctor's advice to take National Catholic Conference for latives in Battle Creek, Mich
biology during the school's recent summer
CONGRATULATING THEIR SON — Dr. W.
things easier, he suffered a Interracial Justice (NCCIJ) pascommencement, while Mrs. Davis looks
S. Davis, president of Tennessee A & I
heart attack while on his way sed a resolution endorsing atat
received
degrees
his
son,
Some
222
persons
congratulates
on.
State university,
tempts to give the District of
home.
Nashville.
held
in
degree
in
the
exercises
Ivan, who received the master's
Columbia home rule.
He is survived by his wife, The resolution passed by the
CAN YOU USE
. • we must create an atmoshis mother, Mrs. Elnora Sher- 480 delegates from throughout
phere which will lead to the
MORE
rod of Memphis; a sister, Mrs. the nation, noted the senate has
acceptance of policies or actions
passed
such
A bill five times but
Elise Mancha of Los Angeles;
the legislation "continues to be
that are fair and just for all.
a brother, Ernest Sherrod, Jr., paralyzed by the southern-dom"Let us yearn for responsi.
OS CONVENIENT
of
'Detroit,
and
an
aunt, Mrs. inated house district commitLOCATIONS
at Oxford University, Oxford,, bility to contribute to our society
NASHVILLE, — Tennesse
tee."
Mattie Payne of Memphis.
mule, FOLKS LIKE YOU
ac. I State University awarded England, emphasized the ne-,and the nation — not just to
PREEERINUAL
GET
The
resolution called on Con,ireceive our rights passively. Following services at the New
srev,E-1
degrees at the end of summer cessity for education brought f.e
netn uosor
domore isfor our nation Light Baptist Church, inter- gress to sign a petition forcing
the bill out of scommittee and
classes to 222 candidates who on by scientific and technologination
doing onriourse.
ment was in the Lincoln Me- before the House for voting with.
were challenged to "develop cal advances during the past Let us be concerned for
morial Cemetery in Detroit.
in the next month.
and stimulate responsible inter- 10-20 years. lie spoke on than ourselves or our race. Let
us
play
a
catalystic
part
in
build"Yearning,"
urging
the
graduest and participation in civic
ing a strong, free nation." Dr.
ates to continue their educaaffairs."
Rih
c mond coneIdd
u e .
Dr. Jonas E. Richmond, re- tion.
Richmond
pointed
out
Dr.
search professor in biochemistry at the University of Califor- that "our government is taking
nia, Berkeley, and an A & I greater interest in the individual'
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
graduate himself, was com- in this rapidly changing society.
SCHOOL ITEMS
mencement speaker. lie was in- It is concerned with the utilizatroduced by Dr. W. S. Davis, tion of both the material and
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
human resources of this coun•
A & l's president.
with the ultimate aims
"I challenge you to go into try
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
your respective communities of giving all the people more of
and professions and develop or the benefits of progress. The
Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
. LeMoyne College will be feastimulate a responsible inter- governmental activity has
tured twice by WKNO-TV on its
-est and participation in the af- created a greater demand for weekly College News program Phone number......
individual responsibility .
fairs of your towns, counties,
"We as college graduates con- during the 1965-66 school year. Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
states, and the nation. Stimu- cerned with the problems of the Outstanding events on the Lelate and encourage others to Negro are faced with a unique Moyne campus will be featured
develop a similar yearning," challege . . . . we are thrust by the educational station (Chanthe former Harvard University into a leadership position, we nel 10) on Jan. and March 8.
Medical College faculty mem- must impart to the people of The program is devoted to
ber told the members of the our communities a rational Mid-South college and univergraduating classes.
basis for making intelligent sity news. It will be aired on
CONTINUES STUDIES
evaluations of current affairs. Tuesday at 8:45 p.m. and will
HOME FOR SALE
The former Guest Scientist "As responsible leaders, I ask be repeated at 3:45 p.m. on
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
and Commonwealth Fellow in you to respect the view and Wednesdays and Fridays.
HOME FOR SALE
Caeh paid for Information leading to
Regular news events on the the sale of furniture of appliances. For
the Department of Biochemistry rights of responsible opposition
3-BELROOM BRICK, NEWLY
LeMoyne campus will be report- details, Call 275-0435.
DECORATED, PULL ed by the station each week on
PRINTERS WANTED DOWN ATTIC STAIRS, GAthe 15-minute program.
(Male and Female)
RAGE AND LARGE FENCED
TERMITES-ROACHES ,
Linotype
operators,
proof- YARD. ONLY $11,800, F.H.A.
WATER BUGS-RATS
readers and floormen. Only ex- SEE AT ANY TIME. 275-8474.
Licensed and Bonded
1009 ROMANA
perienced personnel should apCALL US BEFORE YOU AR'S
FOR SALE
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. cso
EMBARRASSED
S. FIREWOOD, SYCAMORE IN
Chicago Defender, 2400
"WE
KILL TO LIVE"
24"
LENGTH
1009
ROMANA.
Michigan Ave., Chicago S0616,
275-8474
Illinois.
CALL

•

.DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965

Floor Models 'Reduced
1100"

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

222 Receive Degrees
At A & I Commencement

WKNO-TV Will
Feature LeMoyne
n
On College News

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

lassified Ads...

UP TO 36 MONTHS.TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Nifes 'Tit 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phoite FA 3-117112
BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611
_

Help Wanted

Special Services

PEST-

EXTERMINATING CO!

LWE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO SERVEy0 U i 11
la a
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
111111W

2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Power Glide,
Radio, Heater, Beautiful, Red & White

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Straight Drive,
Factory Air, Gas Save

1960 Chevrolet Impala
2 Door Hardtop, Standard Transm.,
V-8, Radio, Heater

1958 Chevrolet

2 Door Hardtop, Radio, Heater,
43,000 One Owner Miles; Like New

1955 Chevrolet
2 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Tronsmission, Radio,
Heater, W.W. Tires, Sound As A Dollar.

1964 Chevrolet Impala
2 Door Hardtop, Factory Air-Conditioned,
Red & White Interior

1956 Chevrolet

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Radio & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

1956 Rambler

Super Station Wagon, 6 Cylinder, Standard Tronsrn,
Good Tires, Good Condition.

1962 Volkswagen

Sedan,

BEST
CARS
IN THE

1959 Chevrolet Impala
1963 Chevrolet Biscayne

Drives Like New,

1960 Ford Fairlane 500
2

Door,

Vol. XIV

Fa

RulMrs.
D.C. Home Rule
I
G
ets Backing

NOTICE

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1965

Radio, Hcorer

ONLY $795
.4)1295
oNLY$1095
ONLY $695
ONLY $495
ONLY $1095
$395
$395
s1795
'495

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONL

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
USED CAR SPECIALS
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
AAAAAAAAAAAJAA,AdA\AA,A,AawAvA\AAA,A,A/A\AA,A,A,AA/A,AAA,A,AA•

SOUTH
t..d
All Cars G
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE 011 Chem's*

'63 Buick $2495
Credible. Full
Wildt „

'62 Buick $1595
Special Mationwagoe, Automatic & Air, Ulu. new, I
owner trade ini

'62 Buick $1195
4 door. ',Soho Pow•r &
Air, I oisra•.

'61 Cad. $2195
'60 Buick $995
Leiser., 4-don'.
iteenne &

Power

'64 Buick $1895
ipecial 4-door. Fell poss.,
•nd Alr Conditioned.

'63 Buick $2495
Convertible,
72S
Electra
Foil power & factory air.

'61 Buick $1495
4-dr.
Leiser.
Materna.
roIl power .rd •Ir con.
ilitioned

Mer. $195
'59 Buick $595
Air

Power

Ono. HIS.. 111
731 UNION 525.5376

BLUFF
MIN
BUICK
BeltenewtKr
!

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Furn. For Sale

O.Z. EVERS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
FREE
New Type Hamburger Press
PH. FA 7-6033
$5.00 VALUE
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BARBEE LAKE — r'ish ail day
1
2 hr. $1;
APPLIANCE OR FURNITURE, $.50; horseback riding /
horseback riding in the ring for
275-0435
saleswoman
anS
Salesmen
Children $.10; miniature golf, 18
Day or nite.
wanted to sell retail advertis$.25; picnic grounds with
WILBUR TAYLOR
market.
Memphis
the
ing in
music for schools,
record
1616 So. Parkway E.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
churches, clubs, businesses
per cent cortract commission
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
on the dollar.
a day of recreation. 5108 Horn
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER WANT TO BUY — OLD SIGNS, Lake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
poster.,
Used
before
1940
advertising
236 South Wellington Street cigarettes, medicines, soft drinks, etc.. Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Memphis, Tens.
anything from old stores including
nature.. What do you have in your Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale,
PART TIME MAID
back storeroom? Call MU 3-4684.
IIistories, English, and Fiction
Call After 5:30 P.M.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
25 cents and 50 cents
crackerjack salesman to reach the
JIM, 275-9676
Negro market — Dial our want ad INTERIOR
DECORATING &
department.
Light assembly work to do at
exterior designing, remode 526-8397
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com- Our readers are waiting to buy your jug, all types of constructi
products — Let Tri-State Defender
mercial, Cathedral City Calif. deliver
your advertising message — work. Sink tops, rubber an
We reach • MOBS market
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
Guaranteed income, educated, refined,
cabinets custom made at very
25 to 60. Experienced In teaching.
BARBEE
IMPORTED
WIGS
Not
work.
community
or
church
club,
low prices. We build additions,
employed, unencumbered, the type that 10( per cent human iair. Marooms, paneling, roofing, condoes not usualty answer advertisement, but desires interesting, full-time chine made, $40. Hand made, crete and
brick work. No jobs
position rendering service, of natural
Delivery
in
three
weeks.
$9b.
for
paid
being
well
importance and
too large or small. Free -estiHudson Barbee Import-Expoet. mates. Memphis Construction
same.
Write to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068 Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.
BOX 311
Tenn,

Business Services

Memphis.
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED

CARDS OF THANKS

No competition. To service and set up
new accounts In exclaelve territory.
Investment secured by fast moving incentury of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces, Interior
or exterior. Eliminate, waxing when
applied to any type of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete aortae...
Minimum Investment — 4500
Maximum investment — 812.000
For details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St, Ann, Missouri 63074

AVON

CALLING

For Salo Misc.

SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO
274-2154
Extra gd., will datives% $100.
C B Radio, 23 Channel,
citlphone
One
AnBale
and
Antenna
New, Mobile
Mobile
tenna. Everything needed for
683-1605.
and Same Operation $200.
Between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

-HOME FOR SALE
ROME FOR SAL1F,
Convenient location — 1065 So 4th
h dining room,
'2 B-Rm
St.
carport.
fireplace, basement, kitchen,
SEE MRS. TURNER
—

-

angina 25.000
1959 Meet Six cylinder
Linings,
mile., Now Carburetor. Brake
TransExcellent Condition, Automatic
Between
minion. 5475. 653-1605
a.rn. A 3 P.M.

ATHAN'S
LOAN

14

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

of
Re a part of the wonderful world
a...emetics. 40 per coot COMOOOMOO.
largeet eoemetle
the world's
Joan
272-2012.
South,
company. Call Mr..
MAIDS GUARANTEED GOOD NEW
fare
York liven lobs, 535-555 weekly
advanced. HAROLD EMPLOYMENT
N.Y.
Lynbrook,
22,
Dept.,
AGENCY.

Autos For Salo

Wigs 100o7n
Human Oriental Bair
Handmade. 'Value at $180. our price
I would like to thank everyone who $90. Machine made, value at $90. Lou
was eo kind to me during my brier as 643. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
confinement In the hospital. May God Wanted. liurlmn Barbee Import & Export. 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Mernphts,
bless all of you.
Ph. 398-1088.
Mrs. Jessie Mae Wilkes Tenn.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 II 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450

•
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